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The following is a list of elements names and the modifications
 
of each along with a brief description.
 
MAIN/V6 - This element is the main routine of the HYDRA and 
FLUIDS program. Code was added to this routine to 
write an optional header on the three output print 
files for identification purpose if multi-runs are
 
being executed and outputted. These modifications
 
were added to the FLUIDS and HYDRA files.
 
TLINE/V6 - This element reads the input timeline and controls
 
all card and tape input. Code was added to read new
 
input variables in the timeline for outputting
 
summary print during the non-averaging phase of pro­
gram execution. These modifications were added to
 
the FLUIDS file only.
 
PHASE/V6 - This element reads SSFS, SVDS and binary input tapes
 
and overlays trajectory and system status data.
 
Code was added to calculate the summary print vari­
ables during the non-averaging phase of program
 




SAPUM/V6 - This element averages the data, computes APU fuel
 
requirements, prints the timeline profiles, APU fuel
 
summary and writes the output data tape. Code was
 
added for the non-averaging phase and additional para­
meters were added to the output tape format. These
 




HINGE/V6 - This element compares angular rates for the flight
 
control surfaces against the maximum rate capability
 
of the actuators. Code was added to bypass the body
 
flap comparison due to rate violations on the input
 








The purpose of this model is to perform consumables analyses of
 
the Space Shuttle orbiter hydraulics/auxiliary power unit (APU)
 
subsystem, (see Section 2.2.1 for hardware description), for
 
both the OV-101 and OV-102 vehicle configurations. In addition,
 
the program is capable of testing for violations of system con­




A timeline containing altitude, control surface deflection angles,
 
rates and hinge-moment loads, thrust vector control gimbal rates
 
and main engine throttle settings is used to drive the model.
 
This timeline is constructed from the output of one or more tra­
jectory simulation programs. Flow rates for each hydraulic load,
 
discharge flow rates and input shaft horsepower for each of the
 
three hydraulic pumps, and fuel usage rates for each of the three
 
APU are then calculated. The fuel usage rates are integrated over
 
the mission timeline to generate fuel usage profiles. An output
 
tape containing the data listed above is generated. This tape may
 




The programming was performed by personnel of Lockheed Electronics
 
Company. In addition to the author, programming support was pro­
vided by Diana Wiggins. The system models are based on the models
 
used in the computer programs described in References 6 and 7.
 
Engineering support was provided by Jim Walker of McDonnel Douglas.
 
Technical guidance was provided by Walter Scott of NASA/FM2. The
 
technical monitor for this development effort was Chuck Pace of
 
NASA/FM2. This document is a revision to the document described in
 










This program is driven by a mission timeline containing tra­
jectory data (altitude, control surface deflection angles and
 
rates, control surface hinge-moment loads, thrust vector control
 
gimbal rates, and main engine throttle settings) which may
 
be input from tape (SSFS, SVDS, binary or blocked binary),
 
cards or a combination of both. The timeline is controlled by
 
card input data consisting of time parameters, trajectory input
 
source flags and a mission phase flag. System status data (valve
 
status, system pressure modes and APU speeds), transient engine
 
controller flow rates and averaged flow rates for the landing
 
gear, nose wheel steering and brakes are automatically overlaid
 
within the program based on mission phase, throttle settings,
 
altitude, landing gear deploy flags and weight on wheels flags.
 
The logic used for overlaying this data is given in the subroutine
 
PHASE documentation. The user may override the program logic by
 
defining his own system status and flow rate data with card
 
input. System design data residing in the program may also be
 
overridden with card input.
 
The input deflection rates for elevons, rudder, speed brake and
 
body flap are compared against actuator capabilities. A maximum
 
rate capability is computed as a function of surface position,
 
hinge-moment load and number of hydraulic systems operating. if
 
the input rate exceeds the maximum rate a warning message is
 
printed for the user.
 
Each load is assigned to a system based on the loss management
 
matrix and valve status. Servo, power spool and engine controller
 
bypass valve leakages are scaled to the system operating pressure.
 
A flow gradient is determined for each load based on the sign of
 




Flow rates for each load are computed. Discharge flow rates
 
and 	input shaft horsepower are computed for each of the three
 
hydraulic pumps. Discharge flow rates are compared against
 
guaranteed pump flow capacities and excessive flow rates are
 
flagged to the user.
 
Up to this point all data points input have been processed. The
 
user has the option to continue processing all input data points
 
or to average the data computed thus far, flow rates and horse­
power, over a time interval as specified by card input and continue
 
processing with the averaged data.
 
APU 	fuel usage rates are calculated and then integrated over
 
time to compute total quantities.
 
Tape output consists of load flow rates, system flow rates, pump
 
shaft horsepower, altitude, APU fuel remaining, APU speed codes
 








The 	hydraulic subsystem consists of 3 independent circuits. Each
 
circuit may operate in pressurized, depressurized or off modes as
 
defined in Table I. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the hydraulic sub­
system as modeled in this program. Hydraulic power is provided by
 
three variable displacement pumps which supply flow at a constant
 
discharge pressure up to the maximum design flow. 
Power is dis­
tributed to the following hydraulic loads:
 
1. 	Thrust vector control (TVC) actuators 
- used to position the main
 
engines. There are two actuators, pitch and yaw, for each
 
engine. Each actuator is equipped with a hydraulically operated
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of the three systems. Each actuator has an active system
 
and two standbys. The switching valves are designed to
 
detect a pressure loss in the supplying system and switch
 
over to a standby system.
 
2. 	Space Shuttle main engine (SSME) engine controllers ­
controls fuel supply to main engines. There are five valve
 
actuators for each engine. Each engine controller can only
 
be supplied by one hydraulic system.
 
3. 	Aerodynamic control surfaces (ACS)
 
a. 	Elevons - There are two actuators which activate two
 
elevon surfaces, inboard and outboard, for each wing.
 
Elevon actuators are also equipped with switching valves.
 
b. Rudder/Speed Brake - The rudder control surface consists
 
of two panels located on a common hinge-line. The two
 
panels provide the rudder function when driven in the same
 
direction and provide the speed brake function when
 
driven in opposite directions. Three hydraulic motors
 
are provided for each function. Each motor is directly
 
supplied by one hydraulic system. The rudder and speed
 
brake servos are equipped with switching valves and
 
may be fed by any oneof the three systems.
 
c. 	Body Flap - The body flap also contains three hydraulic
 




a. Uplock actuators - used to unlock the gear and initiate
 
gear extension. The main landing gear uplocks are supplied
 
with switching valves to accept any system but the nose
 
landing gear uplock can only be supplied by one system.
 
b. 	Strut actuators - used to retract and extend landing
 






5. 	Wheel brakes - Two hydraulic systems are active on each brake
 




6. 	Nose wheel steering actuator - used to provide nose wheeling
 
steering control during rollout. This actuator can only be
 
supplied by one hydraulic system.
 
Isolation valves are located in the lines which may be used to
 




Only the components of thehydraulic subsystem which are applicable
 
to this program have been discussed. Reference 8 contains a
 




The 	APU subsystem consists of three independent power units whose
 
function is to provide mechanical shaft power to drive the
 
hydraulic pumps. Each unit contains a liquid hydrazine fuel
 
supply, gas generator, turbine and gear box. Reference 9 contains
 
a detailed description of the APU subsystem.
 
The APU subsystem is represented in this model by fuel usage rate
 






ACS deflections and deflection rates received from SSFS, SVDS and
 
blocked binary tapes are referenced to the orbiter fuselage
 
reference line (FRL). The rudder and speed brake deflections and rates
 















9 	 Hingeline deflection angle - deg
 
= FRL deflection angle - deg 
= Hingeline deflection rate - deg/sec 
= FRL deflection angle - deg/sec 
a = 	 Rudder/Speed Brake hingeline. 
angle with orbiter -z axis = 34.830 
For blocked binary input where deflection angles are not available,
 
an approximation is used for both rudder and speed brake.
 
= $­
= Hingeline deflection rate - deg/sec 
= FRL deflection 'rate - deg/sec 
a= Rudder/Speed Brake hingeline 
angle with orbiter -z axis = 34.830 
2-8
 
Servo, power spool and engine controller bypass valve leakages
 
are scaled to the system operating pressure.
 
P
 Q =Qo x 4 -

Q = Leakage - GPM 
Q = Leakage at reference pressure - GPM 
P = System pressure --psi 
Po = Reference pressure = 3000 psi 




Q MAX Xx(QGRAD), + 
Q = Flow rate for load - GPM 
S= Deflection or gimbal rate - deg/sec 
QGRAD = Flow graident - GPM/DEG/SEC 
QPS= Power spool leakage - GPM 
QSV = Servo leakage - GPM 
Rudder and Speed Brake motors:
 
Q MAX P X QGRAD x N1, 
Q = Flow rate for motor - GPM 
S= Deflection rate - deg/sec 
QGRAD = Flow gradient for 3 systems pressurized - GPM/DEG/SEC 
N = No of systems pressurized 
OPS = Power spool leakage - GPM 
2-9
 
Rudder and Speed Brake servos:
 
Q 	= QSV 
Q 	= Load flow rate - GPM
 
=




Q= QLOWER if > 0
 
Q= QRAISE if < 0
 
Q = 0 if 6=0
 
Q = Load flow rate - GPM 
S= Deflection rate - deg/sec 




QRAISE = Average flow rate required to
 




Q 	= QTRANS + QSV
 
Q = Load flow rate - GPM 
QTRANS = Transient flow rate - GPM 
QSV = Servo leakage - GPM 




= QAVG + QSV 
S= SV if not in operation 
Q = Load-flow rate - GPM 
0AVG = Average flow rate when in operation - GPM 





Q = QAVG if in operation
 
Q = 0 if not in operation
 
Q = Load flow rate - GPM
 
=






o = Load flow rate - GPM
 
QAVG=Average flow rate - GPM
 
Flow rates of hydraulic loads which are downstream of a closed
 
isolation valve are reset to zero.
 
The switching valve logic is represented by a loss management
 
matrix containing an active, 1st standby and 2nd standby system
 
for each hydraulic load.
 
The activelst standby and 2nd standby systems are checked in
 
order for a pressurized system. The load is assigned to the
 
first system found to be pressurized. If none of the systems
 




The total flow rate for each system is found by summing the
 




QT = Total flow rate for system - GPM 
Qi = Load flow rate - GPM 
2-11
 
Pump efficiencies are computed from curve fit polynomials.
 
E = T' V, P) 
E = Pump efficiency 
QT = Total system flow rate - GPM 
V = APU speed 
P = System pressure 




 1714 x E
 
HP = Input horsepower 
QT = Total system flow rate - GPM 
P = System pressure - PSI 
E = Pump efficiency 
APU fuel usage rates for sea level and space conditions are
 





Y = f(HP) 
fuel usage rate at sea level - lbs/hr
YSL = 
SP= fuel usage rate at space - lbs/hr 
HP = pump input horsepower 
Atmospheric pressure is computed using a curve-fit polynomial.
 
L -I~~14 .69 6PALT -
PALT = atmospheric pressure - psi 
h = altitude - ft 
2-12
 
A linear interpolation with atmospheric pressure is performed to
 




Y = YsP + (YSL - YSP ) 14.696 
= fuel usage rate at operating altitude - lbs/hr
 
ysp= fuel usage rate at space - lbs/hr
 
=
YSL fuel usage rate at sea level - lbs/hr
 
=
PALT atmospheric pressure - psi
 




y = y x At
 
YT = YT + 
y
 
YREM = YLOAD - YT
 
y = fuel used - lbs
 
= fuel usage rate - lbs/hr
 
At = time interval - hrs
 
YT = total fuel used - lbs
 
YLOAD = fuel loaded - lbs
 
YREM = fuel remaining - lbs
 
Horsepower is also integrated over time to compute energy used.
 
E = HP x At
 
=
eT CT + 6 
e = energy - hp-hr
 
At = time interval - hr
 
HP = pump input horsepower
 
CT = total energy used - hp-hr
 






2.2.3 CONSTRAINT VIOLATION TESTING
 
When the system flow demands exceed the guaranteed pump flow
 
capacities, the constant discharge pressure assumption of the
 
program becomes invalid and the program output corresponding
 
to that flow demand is also invalid. Excessive flow demands
 
are flagged in the max rate warning column of the timeline pro­
file report.
 
QGUAR = f(V) 
If QT > QGUAR' warning flag is set 
QGUAR = guaranteed pump flow - GPM
 
V = APU speed
 
QT = system flow rate - GPM
 
ACS deflection rates received as input are compared against
 
actuator capabilities. Elevon, rudder and speed brake rates
 
are tested only in cases with an opposing hinge moment load.
 
Body flap rates are tested for both aiding and opposing loads.
 
Elevons - A maximum surface rate is computed as a function of
 
system pressure, surface position and hinge-moment load.
 
HM = pIcos[ax 20 2 900Xa x x (a3 - 6)]
 
6= a4 x 10 - I. HM
 
HM0 - stall hinge moment - in-lbs
 
P - system pressure - psi 
6 - surface position - deg 
HM - hinge moment load - in-lbs 




Rudder, Speed Brake and Body Flap - a maximum surface rate is
 
computed as a function of hinge-moment load and the number of
 
hydraulic systems operating using curve-fit equations.
 
Coefficients for max rate vs hinge-moment equations are listed
 
in the HINGE subroutine documentation.
 
The input rates are tested against the maximum surface rates.
 




S- input deflection rate - deg/sec
 








This program can be run'with card input alone or a combination
 












Data numbers are right-justified integers. Alphanumeric data
 
must be left-justified. All other data is in floating point.
 
A card with 999 in the first three columns will terminate one
 
data set and two 999 cards will stop the simulation. By sett­
ing 999 equal to zero gives no summary print. For a summary
 
print in the averaging or non-averaging phase set 999 equal to
 
zero followed by a 999 equal to one.
 
3.1.1.1 System Design Data 
Data 
Number Description Units Default 
Power spool leakages 
at 3000 psi for: 
1 SSME 1TVC Pitch GPM 1.02 
2 SSME 1 TVC Yaw 1.02 
4 SSME 2 TVC Pitch 1.02 
5 SSME 2 TVC Yaw 1.02 
7 SSME 3 TVC Pitch 1.02 
8 SSME 3 TVC Yaw 1.02 
10 Rudder motor 1 .25 
11 Rudder motor 2 .25 
12 Rudder motor 3 .25 
14 Speed Brake motor 1 .25 





16 Speed Brake motor 3 

18 LO Elevon 

19 LI Elevon 

20 RO Elevon 

21 RI Elevon 





51 SSM? 1 mvC Pitch 

52 SSME 1 TVC Yaw 

53 SSME 1 Engine Controller 

54 SSME 2 TVC Pitch 

55 SSME 2 TVC Yaw 

56 SSME 2 Engine Controller 

57 SSME 3 TVC Pitch 

58 SSME 3 TVC Yaw 

59 SSME 3 Engine Controller 

63 Rudder Servo 

67 Speed Brake Servo 

68 LO Elevon 

69 LI Elevon 

70 RO Elevon 

71 RI Elevon 

75 LO Brake Module 

76 LI Brake Module 

77 RO Brake Module 

78 RI Brake Module 

85 Nose landing gear steering 

Flow gradients for: 

101 SSME 1 TVC Pitch 

102 SSME 1 TVC Yaw 

103 SSME 1 Engine Controller 

104 SSME 2 TVC Pitch 

105 SSME 2 TVC Yaw 











































































107 SSME 3 TVC Pitch 

108 SSME 3 TVC Yaw 

109 SSME 3 Engine Controller 

118 LO Elevon 

119 LI Elevon 

120 RO Elevon 

121 RI Elevon 





110 Rudder motor 1 

ill Rudder motor 2 

112 Rudder motor 3 

114 Speed Brake motor 1 (Open) 

115 Speed Brake motor 2 (Open) 

116 Speed Brake motor 3 (Open) 

164 Speed Brake motor 1 (Close) 

165 Speed Brake motor 2 (Close) 

166 Speed Brake motor 3 (Close) 

Average flow rates for: 

122 Body flap motor 1 (Lower) 

123 Body flap motor 2 (Lower) 

124 Body flap motor 3 (Lower) 

172 Body flap motor 1 (Raise) 

173 Body flap motor 2 (Raise) 

174 Body flap motor 3 (Raise) 

125 LO Brake Module 

126 LI Brake Module 

127 RO Brake Module 

128 RI Brake Module 

































































Number 	 Description 

130 	 R MLG Uplock 

131 L MLG Strut 

132 R MLG Strut 

133 NLG Uplock 

134 NLG Strut 

135 NLG Steering 

86 NLG Restrictor 

87 RLG Restrictor 

651 	 Maximum system flow rate 

at 100% APU speed
 
652 	 Maximum system flow rate 

at 110% APU speed
 








APU fuel loaded 

653 	 System 1 

654 	 System 2 

655 	 System 3 

APU unusable fuel 

656 	 System 1 

657 	 System 2 

658 	 System 3 









803 	 Time from lift-off for 

engine thrust level cut­
back from 110% to 100%
 
(using a negative time
 




804 	 Duration of landing gear 









































Number Description Units Default
 
810 	 Engine controller transient GPM 1.0
 








3.1.1.2 System Status Data
 
System status data input from cards will override status defaults
 
within the program. The documentation of subroutine PHASE
 
explains the logic used to determine status defaults. Status
 
codes are as follows:
 
Valve status 	 - 1.0 Open 
= 2.0 Closed 






APU Speeds 	 = 1.0 100% 





666 Status of TVC isolation valves
 
667 Status of landing gear isolation valves
 
668 Status of landing gear valve - This a dummy
 
valve which simulates the configuration of
 
the landing gear control, landing gear up/circ
 
and landing gear dump valves
 




788 Status of system 2 engine controller bypass valve
 








669 Mode of system 1
 
670 Mode of system 2
 
671 Mode of system 3
 
672 APU speed of system 1
 
673 APU speed of system 2
 








660 Start time 

661 Restart time 





= 0.0 Card input only 
(Note: When using card
 
input as the only source
 
for trajectory data, the
 
system status data will
 
not be automatically over­




= L0 SSFS plot tape 
= 20 SVDS plot tape 
= 3.0 Binary tape 







NOTE: Times input from tape are added to the first
 
timepoint for the current mission phase.
 
663 Input unit 2.0
 























































































Timeline profiles flag 	 1.0
 
1.0 	 Print profiles
 
0.0 	 Suppress print
 




SSME 1 TVC Pitch angular rate
 
SSME 1 TVC Yaw angular rate
 
SSME 2 TVC Pitch angular rate
 
SSME 2 TVC Yaw angular rate
 
SSME 	3 TVC Pitch angular rate
 












263 LO Elevon angular rate
 
264 LI Elevon angular rate
 
265 RO Elevon angular rate
 
266 RI Elevon angular rate
 
267 Body flap angular rate
 
284 Rudder hinge moment
 
285 Speed brake hinge moment
 
286 LO Elevon hinge moment
 
287 LI Elevon hinge moment
 
288 RO Elevon hinge moment
 
289 RI Elevon hinge moment
 
290 Body flap hinge moment
 
307 Rudder surface deflection
 
308 Speed brake surface deflection
 
309 LO Elevon surface deflection
 
310 LI Elevon surface deflection
 
311 RO Elevon surface deflection
 
312 RI Elevon surface deflection
 






323 SSME 1 throttle setting
 
324 SSME 2 throttle setting
 




Card input for trajectory data can be used alone or in conjunction
 
with tape input. Angular and fluid flow rates read from cards
 
will be added to rates returned from the PHASE subroutine.
 
Altitude, vehicle load and actuator operational flags input from
 
cards will override data returned from the PHASE subroutine.
 
The documentation of subroutine PHASE explains the logic used
 




Flag codes 	are as follows:
 
Rate flag 	= 1.0 angular rate in deg/sec
 




= 1.0 actuator in operation
 
= 0.0 actuator not in operation
 
Actuator operational flag for body flap 
= 1.0 body flap lower 
= -1.0 body flap raise 






680 SSME 1 TVC pitch rate flag
 
681 SSME 1 TVC pitch rate
 
682 SSME 1 TVC yaw rate flag
 
683 SSME 1 TVC yaw rate
 
684 SSME 1 engine controller rate flag
 
685 SSME 1 engine controller rate
 
686 SSME 2 TVC pitch rate flag
 
687 SSME 2 TVC pitch rate
 
688 SSME 2 TVC yaw rate flag
 
689 SSME 2 TVC yaw rate
 
690 SSME 2 engine controller rate flag
 
691 SSME 2 engine controller rate
 
692 SSME 3 TVC pitch rate flag
 
693 SSME 3 TVC pitch rate
 
694 SSME 3 TVC yaw rate flag
 
695 SSME 3 TVC yaw rate
 
696 SSME 3 engine controller rate flag
 
697 SSME 3 engine controller rate
 










700 Speed brake rate flag
 
701 Speed brake rate
 
702 LO Elevon rate flag
 
703 LO Elevon rate
 
704 LI Elevon rate flag
 
705 LI Elevon rate
 
706 RO Elevon rate flag
 
707 RO Elevon rate
 
708 RI Elevon rate flag
 
709 RI Elevon rate
 
710 Body flap operational flag
 
711 Left brake modules operational flag
 
712 Right brake modules oeprational flag
 
713 MLG uplocks operational flag
 
714 MLG struts operational flag
 
715 NLG uplock operational flag
 
716 NLG strut operational flag
 












3.1.2.1 SSFS Plot Tapes
 












Angular FRIL rates DEG/SEC 
Hinge ­ moments IN-LBS 
Surface deflections DEG 
Altitude FT 
Vehicle load G 
SSME throttle settings 
3.1.2.2 SVDS Plot Tapes
 




See Section 3.1.2.1 SSFS plot tapes for description of data
 




A description of the binary tape format is shown in Figure 2.
 
These tapes are single precision FORTRAN binary tapes.
 
3.1.2.4 Blocked Binary Tapes
 
A description of the blocked binary tape format is shown in
 
Figure 3. These tapes are single precision non-Fortran binary
 








Word # Units Description 
1 ERS Time 
2 FT Altitude 
3 G Vehicle load 
4 DEG/SEC SSME 1 TVC Pitch angular rate 
5 DEG/SEC SSME 2 TVC Pitch angular rate 
6 DEG/SEC SSME 3 TVC Pitch angular rate 
7 DEG/SEC SSME 1 TVC Yaw angular rate 
8 DEG/SEC SSME 2 TVC Yaw angular rate 
9 DEG/SEC SSME 3 TVC Yaw angular rate 
10 DEG/SEC LO Elevon angular rate 
ii DEG/SEC LI Elevon angular rate 
12 DEG/SEC RO Elevon angular rate 
13 DEG/SEC RI Elevon angular rate 
14 DEG/SEC Rudder angular hinge-line rate 
15 DEG/SEC Speed brake angular hinge-line rate 
16 DEG/SEC Body flap angular rate 
20 IN-LBS LO Elevon hinge moment 
21 IN-LBS LI Elevon hinge moment 
22 IN-LBS RO Elevon hinge moment 
23 IN-LBS RI Elevon hinge moment 
24 IN-LBS Rudder hinge moment 
25 IN-LBS Speed brake hinge moment 
26 IN-LBS Body flap hinge moment 
27 System 1 mode 
28 System 2 mode 
29 System 3 mode 
= 1 Pressurized 
= 2 Depressurized 
= 3 Off 
FIGURE 2 
3-12 
Blocked Binary Tape Format
 
Word Units Description 
1 .2 SEC Time 
2 FT Altitude 
3 G Vehicle load 
4 DEG/SEC SSME 1 TVC Pitch angular rate 
5 DEG/SEC SSME 2 TVC Pitch angular rate 
6 DEG/SEC SSME 3 TVC Pitch angular rate 
7 DEG/SEC SSME 1 TVC Yaw angular rate 
8 DEG/SEC SSME 2 TVC Yaw angular rate 
9 DEG/SEC SSME 3 TVC Yaw angular rate 
10 DEG/SEC LO Elevon angular rate 
11 DEG/SEC LI Elevon angular rate 
12 DEG/SEC RO Elevon angular rate 
13 DEG/SEC RI Elevon angular rate 
14 DEG/SEC Rudder angular FRI, rate 
15 DEG/SEC Speed brake angular FRL rate 
16 DEG/SEC Body flap angular rate 
20 IN-LBS LO Elevon hinge moment 
21 IN-LBS LI Elevon hinge moment 
22 IN-LBS RO Elevon hinge moment 
23 IN-LBS RI Elevon hinge moment 
24 IN-LBS Rudder hinge moment 
25 IN-LBS Speed brake hinge moment 
26 IN-LBS Body flap hinge moment 
27 DEG/SEC NG Steering angular rate 
28 Touchdown flag 
29 Landing gear flag 
30 Right braking force 













Three printed reports are output from this program.
 
1. 	Hydraulic load data report
 




3. 	APU fuel usage summary
 






A description of the output tape is shown in Figure 4. System
 
configuration codes and APU speed codes are shown in Figure 5.
 
The tape is a single precision FORTRAN binary tape. The user
 














Word # Type Units Description 
1 R HRS Time 
Flow Rates For: 
2 R GPM SSME 1 TVC Pitch 
3 R GPM SSME 1 TVC Yaw 
4 R GPM SSME 1 Engine Controller 
R GPM SSME 2 TVC Pitch 
6 R GPM SSME 2 TVC Yaw 
7 R GPM SSME 2 Engine Controller 
8 R GPM SSME 3 TVC Pitch 
9 R GPM SSME 3 TVC Yaw 
R GPM SSME 3 Engine Controller 
11 R GPM Rudder Motor #1 
12 R GPM Rudder Motor #2 
13 R GPM Rudder Motor #3 
14 R GPM Rudder Servo 
R GPM- Speed Brake Motor #1 
16 R GPM Speed Brake Motor #2 
17 R GPM Speed Brake Motor #3 
18 R GPM Speed Brake Servo 
19 R GPM LO Elevon 
R GPM LI Elevon 
21 R GPM RO Elevon 
22 R GPM RI Elevon 
23 R GPM Body Flap Motor #1 
24 R GPM Body Flap Motor #2 
R GPM Body Flap Motor #3 
26 R GPM LO Brake Module 
27 R GPM LI Brake Module 
28 R GPM RO Brake Module 
29 R GPM RI Brake Module 
R GPM L MLG Uplock 






























































































































































































16 D 0 P 
17 D 0 D 













22 0 D P 
23 0 D D 









27 0 0 0 
P = Pressurized 
D = Depressurized 
0 = Off 











SAMPLE DECX SET UP
 






7/8 XQT CUR 
7/8RW ASG C=OUTPUT TAPE
 
7/8R ASG B=INPUT TAPE
 










This program requires 15,339 decimal locations in core. The
 
execution time varies with the mission length and input sample
 
frequency. A 28 minute entry with a sample frequency of 50
 










- PROCESS CARD INPUT 
- READ OR OVERLAY TRAJECTORY 
AND SYSTEM STATUS DATA
 
- SET UP ACTUATOR AND SYSTEMS
 




















































- COMPUTE APU FUEL USED
 
- WRITE TIMELINE PROFILES
 
- WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
 


































SSME 1 TVC Pitch
 
SSME 1 TVC Yaw
 
SSME 1 Engine Controller
 
SSME 2 TVC Pitch
 
SSME 2 TVC Yaw
 
SSME 2 Engine Controller
 
SSME 3 TVC Pitch
 
SSME 3 TVC Yaw 



























































5.3 HYDRAULIC LOAD NAME - NUMBER CORRELATION 
LOAD NO 
 LOAD NAME 
SSME 1 TVC Pitch
 
SSME 1 TVC Yaw
 
SSME 1 Engine Controller
 
SSME 2 TVC Pitch
 
SSME 2 TVC Yaw
 
SSME 2 Engine Controller
 
SSME 3 TVC Pitch
 
SSME 3 TVC Yaw
 










Speed Brake motor 1
 
Speed Brake motor 2
 












Body flap motor 1
 
Body flap motor 2
 














LOAD NO. LOAD NAME 
30 R MLG Uplock 
31 L MLG Strut 
32 R MLG Strut 
33 NLG Uplock 
34 NLG Strut 
35 NLG Steering 
36 NLG Restrictor 
37 RLG Restrictor 
5.4 SUBROUTINE DOCUMENTATION
 






























































- E. Taylor/October 1975
 






Subroutine ACTDAT computes leakage flow rates and flow gradients
 










Variables in labeled common are listed in Appendix A
 
Block Name Input Output 
/TARRAY/ T(1000) 
/RATES/ RATE (NA) 
/NAMES/ IACTNO(NL) 
/LKGS/ PSLKG(NL) XPSLKG(NL) 
SVLKG(NL) XSVLKG(NL) 
/LMMTRX/ IPTR(3,3,3) IASGN(NL) 
ICODE(27,NL) 
ISOV (Nt) 
/CONF/ ISYS(3) P(3) 
IVALVE(3) 
NOS 















Name T Units Description
 
IPOINT I - System configuration code 
NA I - No. of actuators 
NL I - No. of loads 





The system assignment for each load is determined from the loss
 










QPS Qps0°0 x PP
 
=S 0 	 SI P/Po
 
QSV = 	 Load servo valve leakage at P., GPM, if load
°
 bypass valve is open
 






Q O = Load power spool leakage 'atPo GPM 
P = System pressurep psi 
Po = Reference pressure = 3000 psi
 
QSV = Load servo valve leakage, GPM
 
QPS= Load power spool leakage, GPM
 






1. 	The system to which the load is assigned is off.
 
2. 	The system to which the load is assigned is depressurized.
 














The flow gradients for rudder and speed brake motors are
 
further adjusted by the equation.
 
QGRAD = QGRAD x 








FIND MODE OF SYSTEM
 






SYSTEM NO = 
SYSTEM NO + 1 
B LOAD NUMBER 
A
 
FIND SYSTEM ASSIGNMENT 1
 













FSET POWER SPOOL 1 
AND SERVO VALVE 




DWSRAOF T RECOMPUTE SERVOI 
CLOSED+BYPASS VALV-T LEAKAGE 
LOAD NUMBER= 
LOAD NUMBER +1 
5-10
 
SET RATES TO A DISCREET
 
1,0 OR -1 FOR LOADS FOR 
WHICH ONLY AVERAGED FLOW
 















Author/Date - E. Taylor/October 1975
 
Organization/Installation - LEC for NPAD-JSC
 
Machine Identification - Univac 1108
 




Subroutine HINGE compares angular rates for the flight control
 










Variables in labeled common are listed in Appendix A
 
Block Name Input Output
 






/NAMES/ IACTNO (NL) 





Coding occupies 715 (46110 locations. Internal data occupies
 






Nampe e Units Description
 
NA I - Number of actuators 
NL I - Number of loads 
RATMAX R DEG/SEC Maximum rate 
STLHM R IN-LB Stall hinge moment 
Model
 
An aiding (opposing) load is assumed if the sign of the hinge
 
moment and rate are equal (not equal) for the elevons, rudder
 
and body flap. For the speed brake an aiding (opposing) load
 
is assumed if the sign of the rate is negative (positive)
 
The maximum rates are calculated as follows:
 
INBOARD ELEVONS - OPPOSING LOADS 




OUTBOARD ELEVONS - OPPOSING LOADS
 




a = 33.11 x 1.0 -
E0 
HM = hinge moment load - in-lbs
 
HMO = stall hinge moment - in-lbs
 
P = system pressure - psi
 
6 = surface position - deg
 
= max rate - deg/sec
 
RUDDER AND SPEED BRAKE - OPPOSING LOADS
 
6 = a1 IHMI + a2
 
BODY FLAP - AIDING AND OPPOSING LOADS
 
* a1 +Va 2 + [a 3 (a 4 - IHMI] 
a5
 
HM = Hinge moment load - in-lbs x 10
6
 
6 = Max rate - deg/sec
 
If the magnitude of the angular rate exceeds the maximum rate
 
calculated, the following message is printed
 
Actuator Name angular rate input X.XX DEG/SEC exceeds maximum
 
allowable rate X.XX bEG/SEC at X.XX hrs.
 
No comparisons are made for aiding loads on the elevons,
 
rudder and speed brake.
 






COEFFICIENTS FOR RUDDER AND SPEED BRAKE
 






















1) Rudder, 1 system pressurized
 
2) Rudder, 2 systems pressurized
 
3) Rudder, 3 systems pressurized
 
4) Speed brake, 1 system pressurized
 
5) Speed brake, 2 systems pressurized
 






COEFFICIENTS FOR BODY FLAP
 
HINGE MOMENT VS MAX RATE CURVES
 
Eqn a1 a2 a3 a4 a 5 
1 -.1285543 .0165232 9.0381008 1.3856317 4.5190504 
2 -.1283966 .0164856 2.0565236 1.3981675 1.0282618 
3 -.09473478 .0090125 .9216732 1.4121217 .4608366 
4 1.4058356 1.9763737 -4.1202264 .4793893 2.0601132
 
5 .7925523 .6281391 -1.1173654 .56156701 .558677
 
6 .56952602 .3243598 -.5227108 .62047078 .2613554
 
1) Body flap, opposing load, 1 system pressurized
 
- 2) Body flap, opposing load, 2 systems pressurized
 
3) Body flap, opposing load, 3 systems pressurized
 
4) Bod y flap, aiding load, 1 system pressurized
 
5) Body flap, aiding load, 2 systems pressurized
 

































Name/Title - PHASE 
Author/Date - E. Taylor/October 1975
 
Organization/Installation - LEC for MPAD-JSC
 
Machine Identification - Univac 1108
 




Subroutine PHASE reads SSFS, SVDS and binary input tapes and
 










Variables in labeled common are listed in Appendix A
 
Block Name Input Output 










Coding occupies 12068 (64 610) locations. Internal data occupies
 






Name Type Units Description
 








- COS (ALPHA) 
COSPH R - COS (PHI) 
ECTRAN(I), 
1=1,3 R HRS Start time of engine controller 
transient 
IPHASE I - Mission phase flag 
ISYM A - Symbolic names on SSFS and SVPS 
input tapes 
ITYPE I - Input type flag 
IUNIT I 
- Input unit 
IWOW I - Touchdown flag 
LPHASE I - Last mission phase 
LTYPE I - Last input type
 
LUNIT I 
- Last input unit
 
PHI R RAD Rudder/Speed Brake deflection angle
 
PHSTRT R 
 HRS Start time for current mission 
phase 
SINAL R - SIN (ALPHA) 
THROTL(I), R % Last throttle setting 
1=1,3 




Name Type Units Description 
T804 R HRS Duration of uplock transient 
T805 R HRS Duration of strut transient 
T8ll R HRS Duration of engine controller transient 
Model
 
The following logic is used to overlay trajectory data:
 
Engine controller transients are added for each throttle
 
setting change. The duration and flow rate of these transients
 
are controlled by card input.
 
Averaged flow rates for the landing gear uplock and strut
 
actuators are added during landing gear deployment. The
 
duration of these transients is controlled by card input.
 
The strut transient immediately follows the uplock transient.
 
Averaged flow rates for the brake modules and nose gear steering
 
actuators are added after touchdown.
 
The following logic is used to determine system status defaults:
 




Landing gear isolation valves are initially closed, then
 
opened at landing gear arm.
 




Engine controller bypass valves remain open.
 




APU speeds are switched to 110% at lift-off, -30 seconds
 
then cut-back to 100% at a time controlled by card input.
 
Rudder and Speed Brake deflection angles and rates are con­
verted from FRL to hinge-line using the equations below:
 
For SSFS and SVDS input: 
RUDDER 
















o = CS 






o 	 = Rudder/Speed Brake hingeline deflection angle 
S= Rudder/Speed Brake FRL deflection angle 
S= Rudder/Speed Brake hingeline angular rate 
= Rudder/Speed Brake FRL angular rate 











INPUT4= TY E 
=2 ?=3 
READ INPUT READ INPUT READ INPUT CALL TREAD 
FROM SSFS FROM SVDS FROM BINARY 

































































- E. Taylor/October 1975
 
Organization/Installation - LEC for MPAD-JSC
 
Machine Identification - Univac 1108
 
Source Language - FORTRAN V
 
Purpose 
Subroutine POWER computes the power requirements and test system 









Variables in labeled common are listed in Appendix A
 
















/GRAD/ 	 FLGRAD (NL) 
5-25
 









/LKGS/ 	 XPSLKG(NL) 
XSVLKG(NL)
 













Name 	 Type Units Description
 
Coefficients for pump efficiency
 




CF(I,ll,l),I=l,7 R - Flow Rate < 17.5 GPM
 
CF(I,2,1,l),J=l,5 R - Flow Rate > 17.5 GPM
 
110% APU Speed 
CF(I,l,1,2),I=l,7 R - Flow Rate < 17.5 GPM 
CF(I,2,1,2),I=I,5 R - Flow Rate > 17.5 GPM 
For depressurized system: 
100% APU Speed 
CF(I,I,2,1),I=I,4 R - Flow Rate < 4 GPM 
5-26
 
LVULL= Type Units Description 
ISAT(1),I=1,3 I - Flag to indicate max flow rate 
has been exceeded for system 
IPPLT I - Unit for power plot tape 
NA I - No. of actuators 
NL I - No. of loads 
PEFF R - Calculated pump efficiency 
model
 




Q =MAX [c6* x QCRADLQp +SQV.o 
Q Load fluid flow rate, GPM 
S= Load angular rate, DEG/SEC 
QGRAD = Load flow gradient, GPM/DEG/SEC 
QPS= Load power spool leakage, GPM 
QSV= Load servo valve leakage, GPM 
The total fluid flow rate per system is found by summing the
 
flow rates of the loads assigned to that system. A warning
 
flag will appear on the printout if the system's maximum flow
 
rate has been exceeded.
 
The pump shafthorsepower is computed as follows:
 
6 
E = V ai Q 
= P x Q 
1714.0 x E 
5-27
 
o = System fluid flow rate, GPM 
E = Pump efficiency 
P = System pressure, PSI 
P = System power, HP 
If pump efficiency data is not available the following message
 
is printed and the power is set to zero.
 
No pump efficiency data available. Flow rate = XXX.XX.
 
APU speed = XXX % . MODE = XXX
 
Hydraulic pump efficiency in the pressurized mode is based
 
on data from Reference 5. Hydraulic pump efficiency in the
 
depressurized mode is based on data from a Rockwell Hydraulics
 






















































100% APU Speed, Pressurized System, Flow Rate < 17.5 GPM 
100% APU Speed, Pressurized System, Flow Rate > 17.5 GPM 
110% APU Speed, Pressurized System, Flow Rate < 17.5 GPM 
110% APU Speed, Pressurized System, Flow Rate > 17.5 GPM 
















































- E. Taylor/October 1975 
- LEC for MPAD-JSC 
- Univac 1108 
- FORTRAN V 
Subroutine SAPUM averages the data, computes APU fuel requirements
 
prints the timeline profiles and APU fuel usage summary, and writes th(
 












Variables in labeled common are listed in Appendix A
 

































Name Type Units Description 
ACOEF(I),I=!,12 R - Coefficients for atmospheric 
pressure equation 
ALTKM R KM Altitude 
ENUSED R HP-HR Energy used 
FRATEl R LBS/HR Fuel usage rate at sea level 
FRATE2 R LBS/HR Fuel usage rate at space 
FREM(I),I=l,3 R LBS Fuel remaining 
FREQT R HRS Interval specified in input over 
which to average data 
FURATE R LBS/HR Fuel usage rate at altitude 
FUSED R LBS Fuel used over interval 
IOVER(I),I=I,3 I - Flag for no usable 
fuel remaining 
IOTAP I - Unit for plot tape 
KSPD(l), =1,3 I - APU speeds at beginning of 
interval 
= 1 100% 





























































Coefficients for equation for
 
fuel usage rate at sea level
 
Coefficients for equation for
 
fuel usage rate at space
 




Flow rates for loads
 








HP-HR Total energy used
 






GPM Flow rates for loads
 












HRS Time at beginning of interval
 





























YT = YT + y 
YREM = YLOAD - YT
 
The following energy calculations 
are also performed
 
P x At 






YSL = Fuel usage rate at sea level - lbs/hr 
YSP= Fuel usage rate at space - lbs/hr
 
y = Fuel usage rate at altitude - lbs/hr
 
p = System horsepower - hp
 
H = Altitude - ft
 
PALT= Atmospheric pressure at 4ltitude - psi
 
At = Time interval - hrs
 
y = Fuel used - lbs
 
- lbs
YT = Total fuel used 

- lbs
YREM = Fuel remaining 

YLOAD= Fuel loaded - lbs
 
e = Energy - HP-HR
 
sT = Total energy - HP-HR
 




No usable fuel remaining for system X at XX.XX hrs.
 
The APU fuel usage rate curves were generated from SFC data
 
in Reference 2. The coefficients for the atmospheric equations
 




COEFFICIENTS FOR APU FUEL USAGE 
RATE CURVES 
SEA LEVEL SPACE 
a a 1.552781300 
E-1 4.549345422 E-I 
a 1 7.942535888 E 0 6.643038955 E 0 
a2 -5.598904841 E-2 -2.576230609 E-2 
a3 5.365529363 E-4 2.244328952 E-4 
































Author/Date - E. Taylor/October 1975
 
Organization/Installation - LEC for MPAD-JSC
 
Machine Identification - Univac 1108
 




Subroutine SYSDAT stores the systems design data, generates
 










Variables of labeled common are listed in Appendix A.
 





































Flow gradient comments 
System No 
System mode 
= 1 pressurized 
= 2 depressurized 
= 3 off 
NL I No. of loads 
Model
 
A loss management matrix is generated which contains the system
 
assignment for each load for each combination of system modes.
 
The system assignments are found by checking the active system,
 
first standby system and second standby system of the load for
 
a pressurized system. The first system found to be pressurized
 
is assigned to the load. If none of the systems are pressurized,
 




























Author/Date - E. Taylor/October 1975
 
Organization/Installation - LEC for MPAD-JSC
 
Machine Identification - Univac 1108
 














Variables in labeled common are listed in Appendix A
 












TITLE prints the title for the timeline profiles and resets the
 






















Name/Title 	 - TLINE
 
Author/Date 	 - E. Taylor/October 1975
 
Organization/Installation - LEC for MPAD-JSC
 
Machine Identification - Univac 1108
 
Source Language 	 - FORTRAN V
 
Purpose 










Variables in labeled common are listed in Appendix A.
 
Block Name Input 	 Output
 









/GRAD/ FGRAD (NL,2) 
/NAMES/ ILOAD (NA) 






































































= 2 Fluid flow
 
- Flag for load design data change
 
- Read status flag
 
- Number of actuators
 
- Number of loads
 
DEG/SEC 	 Angular rates returned from
 




Actuator operational flag returned
 








The program is initialized by card input before operational
 
control is transferred to tape or card input. If control is
 
transferred to tape input, the operational parameters (time,
 
angular rates, hinge moments, surface deflections, actuator
 
operational flags, altitude, vehicle load, system status variables)
 
are read from tape or overlaid with logic in the PHASE subroutine.
 
Card input will supplement or override this data. Angular rates
 
and fluid flow rates converted to angular rates input from cards
 
are added to the angular rates returned from PHASE. Altitude,
 
vehicle load, actuator operational flags and system status
 
variables input from cards will override the data returned from
 
PHASE. If control is transferred to card input, all operational
 



















OVERLAY RATES RETURNED 




OVERRIDE STATUS VARIABLES 
OPERATIONAL FLAGS, ALTITUDE 
AND VEHICLE LOAD RETURNED 












Author/Date - D. Wiggins/October 1975
 
Organization/Installation - LEC for MPAD-JSC
 
Machine Identification - Univac 1108
 





















Name In/Out Type Description 
TFLAG OUT I End of tape flag 
TUNIT IN I Tape unit 
LGDWN OUT I Landing gear down flag 





Variables in labeled common are listed in Appendix A
 
Block Name Input Output
 
/TARRAY/ WRT (75) 
Error Messages 
The following message is written when a tape error occurs 







Name Type Units Description 
A(I),I=l,32 R - Logical record 
ASAVE R .2 SEC Last time read from tape 
B(I),I=1,640 R - Record buffer 
DELTA R SEC Delta time 
ISKIP I Bad record flag 
ISTAT I - Status return 
NN I - Logical record counter 
TP R SEC Adjusted time 
TSAVE R SEC Last adjusted time 





The NTRAN I/O Routines are used to read the input tape. The 
data is then unblocked and data from one logical record is 
returned to PHASE. Additional information on NTRAN usage may 











































0013 CGMICS /RATES/gATE(MNAItHM(INA)I DFF(MNA)ICGLOADALTXMACH





0014 * ,STAT iIC OLUNIT
 
o01s COMMOCN IARRAY/ T(IOD1IWRT(NR)

0016 COMMON /TPAJ/ INOFX(NP),ICTP














0024 COMMON /LMMTX/LMN(3,?NL) IPTRI333),ICODEE3,MNLIIASGN(MhL),

0025 IvIMNL),1SIV1NLlISWVIMNLI,
0026 MVNAMI2,MMV,IIVSYSIMIV) tVVEHI4MMVb, 
to 0027 4 SVNAM(2,HSV) . SVVEH(NSV), SVSYS(MSV),0028 * SWVJAM(2,MSwV),SWSYS(MSWV) ,SUVVEH(MSWVI0029 lVCOhFiIVCOGFr ),NMVNS,NSVtNVCONF














COIS GOULE PRECISION CF 
0039 COMMON /PC0MP/ULTOLC(33,ULPRLC(3),TVOL(3,HE(3I.

E0 4 0 4 ULTALT(3) IULTOFT(3,7),PLIt143) 
0041 , ,ULPRFCI3),XFLOW(3,2)

0042 COMMON /FUEL/ FLOAO(3)3FUNUSC(3|hTFUSED(3) FREMI316¥ENUSD(31











- C049 END 






FOR sOE3-CZ/06/7 -18:09:33 (24,) 
MAIN PROGRAM 
000162; DATACO) 000050; BLANK COMtONI21 000000STORAGE USED: CODLicf 
COMHON BLOCKS: 









Colo IRAJ 000137 ..... 
cel hAMLS 0004Z4 
C012 CUrPUT 00O,073 







- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - --.. . ... 
0016 SFCC G01424 
0017 THRST O01C6 
EXTERPAL RFCRENCES IBLOCK, NAMEI 





















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE; RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME)-­
0000 0a035 IOOF 0200 300036 1OiF 0000 000025 102F 
000332 ACTNAM 0005 . 000130 ALT
0001 000054 5L 0011 
 000072 DEF
£006 000021- CLNO 0000 006015 0 ODDS 

£015 
 O0000 FLuAD 0012 000000 FLRT 0006 000013 FlEE 
0014 010011 HF
6-115 £00003 FUNUSE U016 101421 FURATE 
 00041 000003 IAPUSO -CGO I fC00OC IA 0011 000134 IACTNO 

0910 00n136 IETP _ 0011 000217 ILOAD 0010 000000 INDEX 

Cn12 I 010071 IPPLT 0012 000064 ISAT 0011 000215 ISPEO 
0006 000012 IUNIT
0C6 I 000001 ISTOP 0034 1 0q000 ISYS 
 0006 000042 LUNIT
C 06 000iD3L LPHASE 0106 000034 LTYPE 

C16 001415 HEON 0013 C20000 L call 00212 N"ODE 

0006 I COOIZ IJOL2 0'104 I OC007 1JOS 0013 000270 NPER 

0001 000106 2030 

E013 0 001000 CF ­
£006 R 000031 ECTRAN 

£Ol 000011 FREM 

co05 000035 HV 

£006 000041 ICARD 





roll 00254 IVEN 

C003 000001 NA 

C016 OronOC NOCF 











0000 I 000014 I
 
0006 I 000002 IEND
 
O06 I 0 40006
IPHASE 








81 C Q641 NSPOS R7 89 NTL 
n 8~~ 4 l 	 88 BpRBER3U MRGO ~04?q. PiL T 
0016 C0007 SFC 0004 I 000C13 STLy o0007 k 000000 1 

0012 O09056 TFLRT 0 15 000006 TrUSE 0017 000012 THRUST 

0006 C00025 TPCALL P17 000Q75 TPRESS 0017 000102 TR 

COLW 003047 ULPRFC 0014 000003 ULPRLC 0014 000014 ULTALT 























































































ERR~ B88868 &ATE 
C017 000000 TALl 

C017 1 000005 TNOCF 

C006 000011 TTIME 

£014 0C017 ULTOFT 



















COrMOR, /TMf(rSISTART ISTOPiTENDNCLNPTSNPLTS 
, 1i'HASE t VFLAG O L2 TTIMCIUINIT FRFE(21,FRNO(4) 
,CLNu(4)tTPCALL(4I.ECTRAN(3bILTYP;,XTPNOLPHASENW 























DOUDLF PRECISION CF 
COMMON /ICOPP/ULTPLCI3),ULPRLCI3) TVOLI3) HE(S), 
* ULTALTf3),UL TOFTI ,7),PLIM( 3 

*ULPRFC(3)|xrLOWI3 12) 
COMMON /FUEL/ FLOAD(3),FUNUSE(3 ,IFUSEOI3).FRENIS) TENUSDI3) 

COMMON /SFCC/ NOCFIMNSPDS MNEONS,3)3SFC(MNSPDS MNE5NSMNOCF,3) 

* 	 XALTIMNSPDS MNEONS,3),PRALTIMNSP ,MNECNS,3),NSPDS. 
* 	 NEQNS(MNSPDS)0 FURATE(3) 
O
COMMON/TIiST/TALTCMNTENI TNOCFtHNTEONI ,THRUST(MNTEQN,HTNOCFi 
































































































































































































































































































































DATA T(781)/.9/ T(7361/1./ 


































C hEAD IN TItILLItE INPUT .. .. -
C 
















00 10 1=1,3 















C DETERMINE SYSTEM ASSIBNMENTS, POWER SPOOL AND SERVO VALVE LI(GS 






C COIPUfE FLOW RATES AND POWER REOUZRE1ENTS 











C AVERAGE OATA AD OUTPUT TAPE 





300 CALL SAPUM 





C IF DATA AVLRAGINb WAS SUPPRESSED PRINT FINAL FUEL USAGE SUMMARY 

























































































































C0221 67* 401 IF (Tt762).GT. 0) END FILE IPPLT C00135
 
C0223 bS6* IF (1178U4.GT. 0) END FILE IOTAP CO14 
C0225 b94 WRITC(6,DC) COC151 
0023D 70* STOP G00155
 





FOR $ - 3 CZ!06/79-18'.09:39 (500) 
$UBROUTIL-E TLINE ENTRY POINT 000662 





























































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMEI 




































0O01 000641 IDOL 
0001 000016 ZL 
0001 00C444 354G 
0001 000275 51L 
ongl 000363 60L 
orP)l 000533 90L 
COD01 030532 92L 
Onl3 000270 ALTFLU 
(3,O0 001061 Gal 
01,12 000134 FLGRAD 
0011 000134 TACTNO 
COLD I O)CC05C IOATA 
opi0 1 300coc INOCX 
OiI4 000613 "SIV 
0006 1 30n00011STOP 
O711 OnO254 IVEH 
0 k")6 000036 LPHASE 


























R C00127 CGLOAD 
000113 Dq2 
0000o13 fcEE 
1 OOCO03 IAPUSD 
1 000002 IFNO 
CO IB5 I JPS 
C0!215 ISPED 



























oo013 3 911F 
COD&34 99L 
Donn021 CLN0 
R COC07 2 DEF 
0 COG15 FRNO 
1100457 IASCN 
I 000|36 IETP 
rc0006 IPkfSF 
I oono46 ISSTRT 
000671 ISWV 
I T]OC052 J 
00C042 LUNTT 
































no0 CVC ISTART 
DO000co ISY$ 
ODorS3K 





Enil rOO00V tJAts[ Cmr3 MOOD0 r- L Coll 000212 NmODE C014 0C !13 5 Nf4V COCO R eoPC44 NODATA 
r 006 1 CJ0 002 -. L 0006 300001 V NOL2 0004 00 00 r7 NOS C006 0 010 05 NPLTS Or)L6 0OO0004 NPTIS 
C014 C01 136 
D004 COOGIC 
0014 C01013 



























011l6 3*C,1116l 3* 
,VT 116 3* 


































NSV 9014 001137 NSWV 0014 001140 NVCFNF rO86 0000D37 NU 0000 R DO0000 OWRT 
P D013 COODC PSLKG 0005 F,OO0000 RATE E0 4 1 OCCOI135TVLV C013 0C0C56 5VLKC 
SV14AM 0014 1 001046i SVSYS 0014-1 001035 SVVEH [014 1 001101 SWSYS 0014 O01C57 SWVNAM 
SWVVEH 0007 Q 000000 T 0004 R 000006 TP C006 000025 TPCALL 0006 00n01! TTIME 













PARAMETER MNA=29,NR=3*MNA+79HNLZ46ONGZHNL+13,MMV=9,MSV=9,HSWVZ9 (O00000C00009 
PARAMETER tifSPOS=4,MNEQNS=5,MNOCF=iltRNTEQN=SSPTNOCF=1O LOCOCC 
HtVCONF=IO 












lfjrCG P STVLV COCOCO
 
CBLI PROC 
COMP'OM /RrTE ;/RAIE(P.IA),HMCMNA),OEF(MNAICGLOADAETOXHACH LOODO0 
CON11ON ITIHES11START.ISTOP IEM:) NCL NPTS INPLTS COOOCV 
* ,PHA EiIVFLAG NO0L2 TTIME.INIT FREF(2),rRO141 	 C00000
 





C0ONHON lI.RA J/ INDEX(NR),irTP COCOD 




INCLUDE CVL2,LIST cnlO000 
CBL2 PROC CO000V
 
COHmOll /GRAo/rGRADIMNL,2),FLGRAD(PNLI rc00000 
CON14011 /LKOS/PSLI(GIM JL),SVLKGIMNL),XPSLKG(MNLI*XSVLI(CIMNLJ CO0000 
1 ALTFLW(IfNL ) C00000
 CO11NON /LMHTRX/LMH(3,fllJL),IPTR(.3 3 3) lCODE(3,MNL),lASGNtMNL), 0 wanOOO 0 	 NIVjMNL).ISIV(MNLljSW (HNL), !'CO0000
 
IMVNAfMI2, itl),MVSYS|MMVIIPVVEH(14 IV), CO0000
 
SVNA11|,2 MSV) •SVVEH(f4SV) • SVsYS(SV) L00000
 
*WW1 SVff20NSWV,7f,SWSYl(Sw{V) PSWVVEHIMSWVI 000C00c
 
,VCON~f(VCONFI,NMV,NSV, Sv.SvNN 
 0 cooeope 




DIMTNSION OWRT(MNA adcDIMENSION CHT(7)

REAL tJOOATA /'NOOATA!/ ' CO000C 
NAMEL!STIOBI/ ISTART,ISTOPIENO IETPISTATTPT(660),TI6611 0-co00pO 
N-AMELISTID[b2/ I = 'C00 
.. 000
 
C F S~.OCAPD INPUT READ RESTART DATA ,. COCO0
 
C TEST FOr MISSION STOP TIME"-000
 
































































































































































































1 IFI I,' GTY. T(,C5)) CC TO 9 	 C OO 
IF (11'PD .E ..I Go TO 2 600r; 1 
IF fISTA',T NME. N} GO TO 50 C DO13 
C C00013 
C RE AD IMe T-ARRAY L'10013 
C 	 'nOOI3 
2 IF fT(999) .EQ. 1.01 ISTAPT= 0 	 COC16
 
LOCr l 
1ISSTR r=o COC[2 2 
rcEp (SI6,L%0=100) I COOP24 
FORHiA r {13) LOGC!7 
IF (I .EQ. 099) GO TO 20 LBOC32 
IF fl .LT. 401 .OR. I .GT. 650) GO TO 9 CO0G35 (T ( F2) .GT. 2) GO TO 14 00G93 
RFPr( *111) 1DATACt'T 0057 
12 oE I A6,I4X.TA6) L00671MOAiT l , 

IF (T( ;vl).iF O k I~ ItQ2 IP I P 7 
912 F 0 F, 4(1X,i3,iX,A)t14XTA6) )On1
Go To 13 LOOI C 
9 rFA[ (]r 11 I A AC'IT Z,00107 
11 FlI -AT (f3,,lXl20.0 7A61 U00 20 
IF (71 )9l).EG.O)WRITiE:(1 ,911)rDATA,CMT CO0pl20
911 FOr '!AT(lX,I3,IX,F2D . 19,A61 LmO1 39 
I3 T )z 1,,T A 0;1 3q 
Gl) To 11 L00137 
14 ,I 1 ,DATA,r:'T cOO141 
IF (T()91).[QoC) WRITE(1S,911)1,D AA CMT LOC152 
I ATAZ-)Al -. I EClC71, 
IHlFX -4 -0 )}zIDATA - Ln,221 
Go Tr 11 LOH203 
Z READ(3-,I1)IDATA,CMT LCO205 
IFM {' i).EQ.oOIW.RITEII5,911)IDATACHT LOV2 16 
T f I)z ) A COC232 
913 F O'ZAAT 1 xI3,/) C00239 
TP=T( ' fZ) GOC235 
irI A 1 (T(997)-I.1))oLEno | T1661)=(T(661)/36CO 4T{q gB| COL237 
¢*T(99q)) COC251 
C IF PIPST nASS CALL SYSOAT [02 5 1 
C IF %,[V 5Y17LvS DATA HIAS 3EEM PEAD IN RECALL SYSDAT 0025! 
IF I !STAFT .NE. Ol G) TO 50 L0C266 
C GENERAT LOSS VANAGEHENT MATRIX C266 
C LOC266 
fALL SYSCAT C0C270 
NOL=51 I 	 ,0 272 
C 	 L00272
 
50 	 ICAPDz 00CZ75 
IF iTt 662 .LE. r) GO TO 51 L00275 
C LO CZ 7-5 
C IS TfT =I RfAD r,r XT TIm rPOH TAPr D 2T7 
C lqTAT=2 U'OATC WITL4 DATA FROt', TAPE 
C ISIAT:3 04FA HAS BEEN UPDATM) WITH RESTART DATA.. READY TO PROCESS LVG275 
C L00275 
GO 	TO (55,60.79),ISTAT LOG3CO
 
79 ISTATz' 	 O09ll
 
GO TO 9O LrNG31I? 
C LGOON? 







































































































































































C LET UP 04T ARQAY FOR CARD INPUT 	 LIE312 
c £E1 
51 I CA - 90314 
C 52 l,NA LO319 
OWT(')=L:U° 	 L00322
 
lIl(I)f .0 	 LfE3P2 
52 rF(I11:t' LG2323 
T(ot'-T(t5I LOC325 
T~l Lrt 327 









55 CALL "IASE £00333 
C IF END OF TAPE JUMP TO NEXT RFSTAPT 003 13 
IF (I TP .EQ. 1) 60 TO E-4 u['334
7 IF I',"TI') .CE. T(6.S) I" TO 99 1C,33,
IF! 4'f11)-1I61 )) AISlC	 L034'34 3
 C IF 	PESftx' rFEW TIME ON TAflE 6 READ RESTART DATA AND PROCESS Lot
C IITHT W flATA FROM TAPE 	 ,0f34!

So ISTIT:2 	 C5Co5n

T(oc'3ZT16611 	 LOC3S2 
CC,TO 2 tCC354
 
C IF TirE OJ TArE GT RESTART READ RESTART DATA AhD.PPOCESS .223E4
 
C tIILOL -'T, F'UGh TAPE L 3 4 
IS1Tt - C0035664 	 COhiTI "LE Lnc36" 
T(D6Z1:T(661) LC 36n 
00 TO ' 0361C UPLATr 41T1 DATA FROM PHASC0 
CC:. TI -!UC QE66£ 	 ISTAI:1 
TP:lRT(II 	 CO364
13 	 61 1:1,1A LIC42' 
61 OW (T, 1= LRTIl) 	 L004112
 
LO 	62 1,NA fl rll 
H'llII=,RTlI+NA*I) LOO4 11 
IsUr:=,?'A + 1 L041' 
65 1 ta 1EFrI =:R TII+ISUB)

ISt.,. : ,A + I 	 nr4 '2I 
'LT=z'l(I-ISUb) 	 0004 3"
 




C OVEFLAY RATES FROM CARD INPUT 10434C CC4 34SL 	 C0 9: 1:1,15 CDC437 
JLu00tI t) 1011444 l:J.1 LD2 51 
;"1:711,+1 ~.Lo4 5:4 
GO TO (ql,92,93),IR 100466 
C PFOCESS T"Al.SIEf:TS WITH NO OVERLAID RATES 0C46A 
91 'ATF (rt) RI(I) cLrP 77 
TO C"r 
F! CCES', T"'tI ( NTS WITH OVEPLAID COMMANDED RATES LIIrOSCr


























































































C P. CrES T- %fSICNTS IITII OVERLAID FLUIC FLOW RATES92 IF (TI,) .. E. 3 11=1 
(11-) .LT. 0) M=2 
IIZIL]tEII) 
RATJ4I=T(K) * OWRT(I)
9Z CC',II CU 
C ,VLRPI F -,,0:, T-ARRAY 
C6 !:IA,'JA 
6 PAT[ IIzCRTl)
['0 7 ': ti 
97 IF IAISI(fl1694)) .GT 0) PATrIXIzT(I+694)
jO 11 Izl 3 
If (T+,66) GT. GI ISYS(IIZT(I+tbe) 
II0 IF (T (+t71) GT. ) IAPUS(I):TII+671)
if (i.,7,) °GT. 3) ALTrTC67B3)
IF IT(791 .6T. 2) CGLOADrT(679) 








































FOk "Z C I' / .r Z : 1 2 , 
SL'qROUTIhE RHSL E'JTrY rOINl 001231 
ST0U CE USE.: COCLII ,I2..24., FATA(O) 001292; PLANK COF4ONt2) 001000 








CONF ", 214 
FATLS 'tuI32 
11"CS ,t..j 4 

















































LJ 6b1 325L 
C027t 204G 
t('9761 Zf 5UL (1114 3Z.L 
c3n42t 3f 1 




R 17) H 
R 1'."4-it CLLAL 
R LUL4' [,M.h 
Cr, ip 
I r'' iAfu1'fL',P
































3 7 7"i'L 
4 S AL' A 
'J3467 COSH 
3t,456 LIt) II 
tlI hrnr05 

































ru:01 31 ALT 
C014 71 [R
00C 4 7 D7 M2 






























CL0 41'4 346r, 
C0{4 33 'ILLC 
r'cn252 5CLon7i1 E," 
('0Ir2 1164 S72S 
C,'S 7 ', IF CI'" 27 CCLAtl 
-C"r'72 rCF 
fr3 1 CTP JCAf"tR 

























20112 312L (C0416 356C 
P3'66- 4£6C 
CCr4AC 5CCL5"3rE:"7L61 r 
('16 61 
n 12 ACTI 1v 
-r 21 CL\C 





LCC I L20453 IS jil 100215 ISPED 0006 000000 ISTART
3 COO6 000040 ISTAT COt6 crC0111TcP
 L, 'C I LL14E4 lSbr O'MC 1 '01136 ISYM 0004 1 ODOOO ISYS £000 I 000450 ITYPE OC6 I Ccn012 IUNTT
 
CqiI r2154 IVL 1 /2 1000077 IVFLAG 0000 I 000454 J C006 I 0n036 LPHASE 00(6 I COO034 LTYPE
 
C.06 I LCU42 LUtIT C5 I O3OC0I NA 0011 003000 NAME C003 006000 NL 0011 000212 NPAOCE
cLO: R C352 fOATA )003 NOL2 COC6I 0'1E NOL '006 C00OI C004 000007 NOS CCnCO5 NPLTS 
c 16 COpo0q HPIS uri6 I n0O037 NW 6004 0D£310 P C00 R 0C466 PHI OOCO R 00452 PFSTR 
ZO I,Cjq02 rl 00j5 000000 RAT 000 R 0004 47 SINAL C004 1 00013 STVLV 00oa R 009336 SYMLG(' Q001L-l01 C'3C 00053 6 0OU COLO 00034 T1ROTL C000 R GC465 TLGCIIN oOL4 R COr'£6 TPL LL C:1025 TPCALL J £ R 030451 TPNO O06 R 030J11 TTIMC C000 p oon46l 1T804 O0uO P90462 1805 
LI-PR r063 T ll r 005 00,131 XMACH EO R CCOL7 XPOS C3CO R 00047C XTIPE11,37 r01750 'PT 

L056 R C90035 XTP NO 2O0C 0 000534 XXDP
 
CcfI I* SUsPOUTrl1r PHASE 00000
 
£4IC, INCLUOC PARLIST LO0CO9
Z* 

C0107 2* PAR PROC 
 000nn
 
C0104 2* PAPAMITER MNA=29.NR83*ttNA7,MNL=46.NG=MNL*13,MM.V=,MSV=9,MSWVr9 COCCCO6L104 24 * ,IvtONFZIO 
-0000 
0.I0_ 24 PARAMTER MNSPS=4,MNEQNS=SHNOCFlOrNTEON=5,MTNOCFI L0000n 
£0106 2. COlt-OI'/NUMS/NLNA 60C0 
C" ICE 2* END C00030
 
C0107 4 IUCLU-E LtLI,LIST [DCCCI
ULn C7 3* 0LI P1OC LoC n
 
01110 34 C6irO' /CCNF/ISYS3,IAPUSD(3),TPNOS,P(3),STVLV 0CCC0
 
L0111 3* INTEOF STVLV LCC 09
 (0112 34 COIMON /RTES/RATE(IINA) HM(HNA).OEF(MNA),CGLOACALTXMACH M1CC00
 Cph13 3* COI MO" /TIlS/ISTART ISTOPIENONCLNPTS NPLTS COCC
 
rill 3* tPH SE,IVFLAGN6LZTTIMrFU NTPPEC2)FPNO(4) .0 0CP
1

" £1113 3* 4 ,CL\'O~),TPCALL(4)ECTRPN(3)LTYPEXTPNOLPHASENW LOCCEO 
f0113 3* 4 ,ISTAT ICAPDLUNIT u0n60N 
w £11 3* COPVONI /tARRAY/ TlO30IWPT(NR) LVC1C60COIE 3* COH101 /TPAJ/ IOtNr),IETP LC0or
C011POWAVES/1,AME 2 ACNClIPO'I/NAI NOOErellt 3* E S/  4 L) ML 3) ISPE f 2) 1LADIMNA Lp£01l 1 VE 2 A0HINL IACTNAM( 3LA£0,116 H34 CCCCC £0116 34 END 
 £0000r
L0117 4* DTHFNION DP(2) C000
 
coi2l: 5 0OUPL PRECISICN XXDP £0rfo
 
LCI I * EC(JIVLEt.CF XXP ,DP) c£c00
C0122 7v DATA rOF /lE0F'/ LP IA/74.83/,PI/3.1417/ LOGD OG0126 E0U1VILEN:CE (SYM11ISY4(1)LPEC .0 O 

C0127 9* ECUIVALFfiC (SYN41),TDUMII)) en,Cor
C£01G IC* REAL 3DATA/'NODATA'/ 100 00
 
-1 uOflOO10132 Ii* DTij'NrlCk THROTL(3) XPOSIMNA) 

00133 12 DIMENS!IOIN OUM(256),ISYM(256),SYM(2561,TDUM(222) 0LOO0
 
C0134 13A NAIILIST /D2/0Uu1 O 00000
 
CC135 14* DO 2 1=l t:R 
 0. COCC?
11l40 1-'.' 2 W T(II:C. LOC2
 




,0143 170 CC 4 AL:uCS(ALRAD) I£011
 
L14q 11- SIkAL t1I,(ALRAV)1 0rl0T
C0145 19* 1 P:=I CC20
 

























IPHlASFZT(E64) + .1 
IF 4IPHASE .NE. LPHASE) PHSTRT=T(660)
IF (LTYPE .,EG. ITYPE ,AND. LUNIT .EO. 
GO TO (20,70,1001,ITYPE 
GO TO 110,50,100) IlTYPE 
C 




















































in DO E Ii1256 
5 lSYhcl)=
REAE (11:1,17) isyr 
IS=ISYHI(2 6)
C THE 256THI W(Rr- OF THE FIRST RECORD WILL CONTAIN 
C SSFS VOL, 4.G2 N+l 
C SSFS MOD 4.r3,5 N 
C WHERE N=NO OF VARIABLES LISTED ON TAPE 
IF fIS ,EC. ISYM(TS+I)) GO TO 12 
Is=IS-IIF (IS ,EC. ISYV(IS+11) GO TO '12 
WRITE (6,-,00) IUNIT 
900 FORMHAT (lXIINPUT UNIT 1,IT 9 IS NOT IN SSFS FCRMATq ) 
PETURN 
12 D0 13 IzI,NR 
13 IND, X (I I =, 
DO if,1= I VR 
Do 15 J=lIS 
IF (TlhrO*,) .NE. SY I J) I GO TO 15 
INDFX|II)=J




































910 FOk?*AT (IX N 
I' SYM 
16 CONTINUE 
EQo. 0) G0 TO 16 
1,T1409 1) "1.0,217 
MATCH WAS FOUND FOR DATA NO 4,1300 wIlHoo 






































20 REAP lIUNITEND=45) (vUm(I II ,IS)
IF CUUH(I) ,EQ. EOF) GO TO 45 
GO TO 2! 
C 
C ROUTINE TO MEAD OUTPUT TAPE FP0O4 SVDS 
C 
SU5 0 ,1 1 ,256
51 ISY"I 1) Zc 
RCADI IUWIT)IDUMISt(SYH(I)II'IS) 
DO 64 I=1,NR 
64 INDEXIIl)=C,, 
DO bo 1=1 NR 
D0 65 J=I,IS 





































WR ITEttIl; 9 10 ) I ,T 000 + 1 1 CONTItJLIE 
IS=!S+2 
r,[AtI I I I, ENOD=45)DCUM1 DtUf2 , fDUM I I=3 IS| 





































































































































































1 	 7,, 
C 000337
 




18 1=1 NR 	 LO0357
 
21D=ItJGEX(M 	 U 3 ET 
IF liD E Q. 0) GO TO 17 LOO0360 
WR T( I) :DUM( 10 C00362 
IF 0T~JI.B TO 00365) GO IS 

DPtlj=2(j1(I 1 EnC3 7r 
Dp(2)=DUM(1D+l) C0P371 
WR T fI ) XX[PP- C00373 
G0 TO IE V)C375
17 WRT ( I) ~o.O C00377 
15 CONTI',UE uO0404 
00 19 izlINR .. C00R4 
P { I q { )T I C9DR4 
19 CCO':TI ',LE OO 0 
GO T0 1 C C 0 04 Q7 
105 C 0f.T IU ... bOrUO4 11 
C C00411 
C 	ROUTItE 70 READ BINARY TAPE C00411 
100 00 IBI IzItNR L C 4 11 
101 	 WRTlI)=G.,D COD04I1 
PCEA r 101 1T , ND=4 %I (I| I ZI N 004 17 




C ENiD OF TAP' (FILE) HAS BEEN REACHED C00431 
C L0 04 31 
45 IETPzI 	 00(14 33 
WPITE(15,46)IUNIT 	 C00434
 
46 	 FO RPA T (' END OF F ILE B NUEIT 61 LO()442 
ITL t11 503 WR (1),T (6 5) CO 
503 FORMAT( I C00452 
502 IF MT781) .EQ. I.Q) Go TO 500 LOC452 
IF M703) ,EQ. 1.01 GO TO 501 LOO454 
50D IF 1(~99?) .EQ. C.01 CALL SUMM LOC460 
RETU~f: L00463 
Sol 	 IF 11199) .EQ. 0.0) RETUPN L00467 
T T IME T TI ME +T ( 665) -TP LO l4 7 1 
CALL SUMM U00477 
PCET t 'i CDBC IE 
C 	 . . . .. , COC5CI 
C ADJUST TIME i 	 oo,501
C' 	 -n U00501
 
200 T~n4 T(8041/3600. I 
 co5o5 
7805 TIbP,5)I36CO.GOSD 
TB11 z TICIL)/3600, LOC5 12 
WRTMIIWRTMI * PHSTRT *Tf6591 10 vp LOO51r 
C ; F LOEB15 
C OVERLAY EqLlfh[ CONTROLLER TRANSIENTS. LOCS15 
C- 0- LOECS 
ED TO 11I11, 185,195 ,ITYPE C00521 
185 DO 199 I=I 7 a, C00532C 	 SET TIAR(UIL T,) 1 ,ITIAL YHROTTLr SETTING GoODS32ISUL.: ( :'*, +3) 	 0O541 
























































































































































































































IF IAIISTHROTL(I) - hRT(I*ISUB) .LE. O.OC1) So TO 188 





186 WRTIIV3'1) : T(810) 

60 Tm is, 

'ae IF (eT(I) .GE. ECTRANLT) *AND. URT(L) .LE. ECTRAN(II 














IF lIrlASF .NE. 6 .OR. WRTII+ISUO).GT. T(801)) GO TO 300 

203 IF ITI.GVCt .LE. P') TLGDWN:WRT(1)

IF (PT(1) .GT. TLGOWN + TOO I CO TO 225 

C ADD UPLOCX TAIISIENT 
DO 22' 1:19,21,2 
22J WPTII+1) : 1.0 
G0 TO 2 3 
c ADO STRUT TrAUSIENT 
225 IF (6L-T(t) GT. TLGDON T 7804 t TSOS I GO TO 230 
DO 220 1=0,'2 2 

226 RT +lI: 1. 









C SET SYSIE- MODE FLAGS 

C 
313 GO TO I1',312,0319ITYPE 

312 DO 311 :, 3 











314 GO TO 1I71,310,310),ITYPE





iFIItIASt NE. 2) GO TO 305 

IF (wP(l) .LE. T(802) ,OR. WRTIl) .61. T(8031) GO TO 305 















GO TO 1435,307.,309J)J 









































































































































































































































336 	 CONTI NUE 
IF (I .E. 11) WRT(I+ISUB)WRT(I*ISUB)*2. 
GO TO 309 





C COHPUTE ELCVC1 RATES FROM POSITIONSI 
3C9 	 IF I(99Z) LEa 0101 GO TO 320 

IF IUikII nE. LUNIT) GO TO 320 

DO 31: I=12,15 

ISUV:'>KtZ. ) / R T ( l














C SET 	XPOS TO INITIAL ELEVON POSITIONS 





316 	 XPUS(T )I6T(I4ISUOj 




















































&FOrPs H.ACTDAT/V6,H.t CTDAT/V6 
FOR, SrL3-02/06/79-E.0g:5sR 14,) 
SUnhOUTI.E ACTCAT ENTRY POIt.T 000560 
STORACE USED: COCECl) P00572; 
C0,MON [LOCH$: 




























cXTERNAL REFErE( CES (BLOCK, NAME 
C16 XPRR. 
C9117 NERR3 
STORAGE ASSIGt.HErT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
001 C,3027 ICL 0101 000432 124L 0R01 000441 130L 
6001 C 03403 137L dm21l 000401 133L 0001 000444 139L 
OCl C04l4u 147L 0Q1 000461 118L 00o 000477 149L 
CPO1 00qU12L 159L 011 P00C67 1606 001 000521 1601 
0lCn13 2'G o01i 000234 2260 0001 000304 244G Z0Z1 0r407 3076 OJl 009463 342G OCel 0OC5V4 3576 
C'"01 CVC173 48,OL ql 030251 70L Co001 C0275 75L 
C1uI LC[WS 56L ti"l 0C277 ",L CD11 000332 ACTNAM 
CGS L91'11 CCLOAD 00^G 'JC ­2I CLIJO 00E0 C00021 D12 
C"12 R [,7hO3 FGIAL, 0112 P 00134 FLGRAD ro06 000013 FREE 
LOD I C00J04 I dEB0 I 0000141 IA 0011 I 000134 IACTNO 
C11)0 1 [ ]GIS IAr 01 16 000401 ICARO (014 1 00C245 ICODE 
GO0 I COLOb IFL0 03111 000217 ILOAD 0010 (00000 INDEX 
LO00 I C0061I IIOI?%T O'14 1 030212 IPTR 0014 I 000613 ISIV 
L"06 C00046 ISTAT 0','6 :0000I STOP 0014 I 00,0671 ISWVC211 1C0C20 IVCH O ;6 1 ojC027 IVFLAG 0000 I E5CQ05 JC 9OI £0 017 V L1'0 I 000213 KX OPO I 030 16 X"CL. COId G LI'hASE I; . "'00134 LTYPC DJ[SSc £f.042 LUI I014 
1-,111 I £0771 M",VYS Lli4 1 0 10r)2 IVVFH [003 I GUC 1 NA jc1: ['01UDL Cl' I 1 001135 NIV Ot"6 COCO03 NnL 
-'X COCO,6. hPLTS c"S -)000q34 NP S 0014 1 0011!6 IJSV 
0 DIM 10f37N0 q,'4 P 000010 P 00C0 R 000003 PIN 
CCGb I 0002L RtINOS ,0,4 I 9U11013 STVLV 0r1 R r0006 SVLKO 
C 'i IIt 1r3 SVVFH o1,:II PO1r1 SWSYS 'O14 C0105 SWVUAM 
1."-4 L0 As , T1 or, ' OJCGCS PCALL TCC 0D31171 VIC 
coa1 C00034 135 
Cool 000445 140L 
000cooln500 ISOL 
co01 00P536 169L 
co01 003124 2E2C 
C001 0C"525 3740 
Cool c0o361 79L 
Coos C'v130 ALT 
Coos OOPO72 DEF 
CCC6 DCCOiS FPNO 
C004 00C:3 IAPUSD 
V006 CO"002 lENT) 
0000 nOP034 INJP$ 
ca11 00a.215 ISPrD 
COG4 I OCrooO ISYS 
COL0 I 0CCC12 .J 
£000 I'OPO O1L 
I frln5 35 MIV (il o0OO N.AMF 
£006 Cliic NGL?C00CC  
1014 I c1137 NSWV 
Coll R OCr'OCO PSLKG 
n014 rCIc13 SVN AM 
r014 I £11112 SWVVEH 
£014 I DO1123 VCCNF 
Coll I000376 136L 
OL1 000045 143G 
l0001 fCOC62 1536 
C01 C0537 170L 
CCCI ('00370 2722 
CL1 002127 450L 
Coll nj0363 80L 
0013 R 09nZ70 ALTFLW 
CPL6 P3n"3j ECTRAN 
OL5 nOC35 Hv 
C014 1 000457 IASCN 
CIO CC"136 1ETP 
OC6 000"6 IPHASE 
COC6 POOC ISTART 
00C6 9nC12 IUNTT 
COLD I C 0 OCUL JSYS 
014 r3Pcoo LIM 
CC 04 CCC'147 PVNAi 
CC03 I r fCAC NL 
£COC I NOS 
E014 P£1 14C NVCONF 
Cf\,S R 0000 PATE 
C014 I P1r14b SVSYS 
CCL7 R r'C0" no T 














































































OCO 131 XM:ACH 3aGC f 000017 XNOS C013 9 000134 XpSLXG C013 P DOC212 XSVLKG 
I* COMPILER (FLD=ABS) 

2* SUBROUTINE ACTDAT 

1* INJCLUDE Pt ,LIST
3 PAR PIRO0 
*PARAiFTF R tINA =29 INR=3*MNA +7,MNL=46,NG=MNL+13 MMV=9, MSV=9 MSUV=9 
3* * ,VOFIc 

" * PARAHrTCR VNrSPOS=4 MNEQNSc5,MNOCF=10,MNTEQNCST TiOCF=1O 

3* COH N H I NA 









h4 IfTi~b r STVLV 
7|,'.TES/RA T[ (HI'JA) MNA ) DEF (MK-A) 

h4 COMM1ON /;Ili[5/ISTART ISTOP IENDNCL NPTS NPLT$ 

4* COMYOIJ ,H't CGODADALT XHACH 
4* 1,I11ASF.IVFLA5,N6LZ.II MEIUNI~TFREE;21 FRPO(4) 

4* * tLb(4),fPCALL( 4 ,ECTRA It3;,LTYPETPNOLPHASENW 

4 * ,TSTAT,ICARD,LU0IIT 

41, COHMII: /TU oAY/ T(IO-,C ,WPT(NR)

44 COIIllOl /11I J/ lIND /(NQjtIFTP 




5v INCLUDE CEL?,LIST 

5* CDL2 PPGC 
5 

54 COMMOU /L GS/PSLKG (HNL I SVLKGIV.NL)tXPSLKGIHKLI tXSVLKC(MNL) 

S*22 COMR0O4 /61rADIFGRAD(HNL,2),FLGRADlVNL) 

5* C MO NO / L V'TRK/ LPH 3,M L I , IPTP13 3 1 CODE 13 , MNLI IA SGN(M NL)
F,* 1 1 IV (MlitI IS IV I tIL f SWV(Mf!L ),I 

54 MVNAM 2 MmV ,VSYS[HImV|,MVVEH(HHV|

5* sVNANI2 ,SV i
rs VVEHIPSV) ,SVSYS(MSV}
5 * S VN fP( :, IS V i ,S Sy (S wv| I VVE H( S V 1 

S4 VCCNF(VVCOUjF),NHvlV S ,lVNVCONF
E4 {NT[GCR VCO r, SVVEH t SWVVEHISVSY5 tSWSYS 
S5 ENo 

b4 ,Al![L!'T/ fZ/ IASGN 

74 DIHIENUlON JSYS(3 )

b* D,:riNE IF'Ttl.J,K)=IPTR(IJK})




12* C OETFR 11!E SYSTEM PPESSURF 
I!* C 
lq Do 5 Izi,3 




1&* C DETER14INE SY'TCII ASSIGNMENTS FOP LOADS 
19 C 
zc DO 10 lZ1,N4L 






















































































































































































































































































F (FLifFLD,1,IVH( I)l .EQ, l GO TO 9 
IASCtI): LDCCS5 
GO TO1 C00056 
9 DO 41C d:i 3 CQO621IC JSYSJzISYSIJ) COrC62
 
C CHECK ;1'1 ISOLATION VALVES LO'062
 
DO 45" J:1,V EDWV67
 




IF (FL-(AFLDI,MVVEHIJ)) .E. 0) 0 TO 450 00071
 
C CHECK TO SEE IF LOAD IS DOWNSTREAM OF VALVE ODD71
TFLDZ3.-J 	 LOC077 
IF FLF(IFLDlMIV(I)) .EO. 0) 60 TO 450 LOID? 
C CHECK STATUS CF VALVE COC102 





 C CHECK sEcOIt,ArY VALVES COCl 33 
DO 4'0 J:I,NSV L(D0137C CHECK TC c[E IF VALVE IS ON VCHICLE 0D133 
IFLC='6-IVFLAG 	 LOCI 3S
 
ir (FLZ(IFL),1,SVVEHIJ3) .E. C) CO TO '480 COC13 
C CHEC TO £E IF LOAD IS DOWNSTREAM Or VALVE C£013E 
IFL,: !u-J LO143 
IF (FLDiIFLD,1,ISIV(I)) .FO. 0) GO TO 480 CCC146 




Ir IFLDJ(K,ISTVLV) .EQ. 0) 60 TO 480 L00157 
L:SVSvS(J) C00165JSYS(L):3 	 LC0070 
48£ 	CO',TINUE CC174 
IPOINT :IPT(JSYS(1),JSYS(2),JSYS(3)) COGl 7 
JJ:(IPuI47-1)/18 	 C002C4
 
KKZ ((F'Ol';T-(JjI8))-1)*2 L002 13 
IASCN( I):rLD(K1,2,ICODEIJJ I,)),00221
I C CO,TINU£ brO234 
C C0C234C DETERHILE liTE POWER SPOOL AND SERVO VALVE LEAKAGES FOR EACH LOAD £OC234 
C COC234 
00 O 11 NL LOC234 
IA:IAS6NI1) 	 C00234
IA1Zlitt L00235 
GO TO 75,7070,70hT A1 COC237 
7C XSVLKGIr=SVLKG(I) (PCIA)/PIN)**.5 L00251 
XP SLKG(l:lPSLKG(I) * IPIIA)/PIN)0*,5 rLI C2026?GO TO 	 L"
Cn0273
 
75 Xr&LK5II):3.0 LC275 
XsVLkG(I):.O. ,OC275
9L CO',TI'HL- ZC Lo 314 
300 CO.1NUE LC3P4 
C 0 U) C3C4C CHECK FOR tWITCHING VALVES - C03C4 
C ',00,









IA=I A (' (I) 
IF (I I:Q. 0) Go 
Do 79 J-1 thSWV 











































Ir (FLDflFLq,! SWVVEH(J)) EQG. O) 60 TO 79 
CHEgCK TO SEE IF LOAD IS DOWNSTREAM OF VALVE 
IFLr= '6-1 
IF |FLE(IFLD I ISN4V (I} .CO. 0) GC TO 79 
CHECK ,TATUS (IF VALVE 
K =J-1I-24 
IF IFLD(KISTVLV) E.CO 11 XSVLKG(II}ALTFLW(I
79 CONTINU ­
80 C ON Tl1h UE 
ET RATES TC A DISCREET FOR LOADS FOR WHICH ONLY 







LO 0 33 
LrrB337 












































GO TO 1?7 
136 RATE( Jlz-1.]3 -f00376 
GO To 1I 7 
136 RATE( J) z 1 .0 
1317CONTINUE 
DETEP14IuF FLOW GRADIE1NT FOR EACH LOAC 
00 141 1=1 NL 
J :ACTrU(Il 


























K=IAStl( I )O 
IF (K .Fj. 0) GO TO 139 
K'I=TSYS(K} 
GO TO (124,174 139 ,KM 
124 IF {RATE|J)) 125,1A0,130 
125 FLGOAnlI|7FGRAG(1,2)







































13C FL(,RAl(1)=FGRAD(T I) 
GO TO 14a 
135 FLGRAPlI)=r'.O 
14C COOTINU[ 
ADJUSt FLOW GRADIENTS FOR RUDDER, SPEED 
IF (NOS E.[o O) 50 TO 147 
XNOS:'%OS 
RATN O =3.V1XNOS 
GO TO 14, 
147 RATNO;=r.r. 
14 3 [,) 15 ^ 1 
X=lASr (t) 
IF fK .[ . C) GO TO 149 
IF l(I Yl(v ) 0NE. 1) 00 TO 149 
FL'PAn(1)=FLGRAD(I)*RA.N3S 




















GO TO 15i 
14Y FLGRA'l(I) =0O 
LE'0475 
L60047 7 









































136* IF (K .EC. 0) 0 TO 159 
 COt505





1'1 GO TO 160 
 C00516
142* 159 FLG.Al(1):O.0 
 ..... L00520
lq3t 160 CONTI,LIC 
 CO525
1'fl 00 17 1:22,24 
 L9C525
14 * AZIASC{(II 
 C00529
146* IF ( .EC. 0 ) Go TO 169 C00526
147* IF (ISYS(A ) .NE. 1) GO TO 169 
 0530
146* GO TO 170 
 LOOS34
1494 169 FL3PAD(1):n.O 
 00C536
11-0 17C CC'iTI'LE 
-I 
- - LOO540
1I 1* 24C CONTIr UC UO054A





ZFOPgS ,I.SYS)AT/Vt ,HSYSO AT/Vf
FOP 0E3-0 .Jb/79-l8;1:11 159,) 
SUBROUTINE SYSOAT ENTRY POINT 001511 
STORAGE uSCE: COOC(l) 0015T4; rATA(O) 
CEDMI,Or, LLOCK5 : 

















































































































































































R lj 4 %47 































0031 CJPL!1 7PL Ot1 001247 705G 0001 001263 7 46 co01 P13O0 725G 0001 001303 730 
CmVI C31-Zi 7360 COZI 901337 744G 0001 001362 7 .040 001374 763r 0001 n014Vb 7720 
1000 C0I"6I uSF OtI0 000743 90L 0001 001061 95L Col R 000332 ACTNAM 0005 0£0130 ALT 
1013 R 0£h?7u ALIFLW 0116 D 000000 CF 0005 000127 CGLOAD 0006 000021 CLNO Coco 00311I D9 
0005 01937; OEF 0906 030031 ECTRAN 0016 R 000240 EfANGE C000 R 000000 FGCOMM 0012 R OOCOC FGRAD 
L012 000134 FLGRAD OP20 P 000090 FLOAD 0015 000000 FLRT C006 000013 FREE 0020 (00ll FREM 
9)J6 03"c1L 0'20 R 0-000!3 0021 001421 FURATE CcI o 11 HE OPS 00rc35 HvF, O FUNUSE R 0CC 

Onso I l I 0'1I I T 900134 IACTNO 0000 I 000323 IAPU 004 O0003 IAPUSO 0014 000457 1ASC, 
'"m 001:'41 TCAPO Gr14 I 30C24i ICODE 00(6 000Q2 IFNO COn 00P1136 IYP 0(ll I CCP217 ILCAr 
C1o cDnL0o it cx 0200 9313'2 I'JP$ 0015 00:72 IOTAP nOC6 0000n6 IPMASE C005 CC Cll IPPLI 
C911 I CO - 1 II R 1n:' IS 00064 COCO I ISET I ISIV1 0'0302 0015 ISAT 00P232 e0(14 001613 
0^11 I C0215 ISPOD 60 I 0J0276 ISSS 00(6 COV200 ISTART C006 cCOO40 ISTAT 0006 00000! ISCP 
CC14 I C'3671 ISV 500j4 000000 ISYS 00:0 1 C00154 ITEMP C006 00012 IUNIT C011 I (100254 IVEH 
0-:6 CO 7 IVFLAG 0010 1 000270 I 000 I C00267 12 COCO I 000265 J crCO I 00n277 JJ 
LOC5 I C024. JSET 0000 I 030272 h OCO I 000300 KH C1000 I 00254 KSET COCO I C00273 L 
L00 1 001275 LL onl I c3fonC LMM 0006 OLOO16 LPHASE £006 00nl34 LTYPE 0006 COPn2 LUNIT 
C100 1 0003'1 LX OGO I 02271 h 00l'* I 0015'5 "IV Coco Ir.f274 MOO CC14 I 100747 ?V1.6A 
0"14 1 002771 MVSYS oril I 001902 NVVCH 003 I 00COOl NA roil I 0co000 NAME C0l I 021415 INENS 
0%03 1 POIGOLHL 001 I'20212 NPOOO 0014 I 001135 NMV C021 I OCOCO NOCF 0OCO I CC304 NOCFP 
J O 00010 NOSOq)C I UaOzu) t000rcr0 cr0 6 000L03 NO0 0006 NOL2 C004 ?CrCC7 C016 000270 NPER 
OE(,i C"C! M LTS 00L6 000024 IIPTS C021 0014111 NSP0S I 001136 NSV O14 I (101137 NSI VP 0 1 4 012? I C00074 NIC 0!14 1 C0114C NVCONF 0006 00037 NW C004 CoCrC P C022 000105 PAMP 
C:033 R C09134 PHN AfHE 0017 R 0r004 4 PLI'I - 0021 R 001320 PRALT Col P 010000 PSLKG 0015 000'61 PWR 
C0! 0020LD RATE oriS flCOCt7 SAT 021 R C00074 SFC CCC0 R 000152 SFCALT CrO4 I C)0c13 S7VSV 
13 R L01i5b SVLIG 0'14 r DOIL13 V'IA1 P114 I 001946 SVSYS 0014 I 001035 SVVEH 0014 I 001101 SWSYS 
0'14 R C0151 SVNAH Urn 001112 514VVCH 0007 OO00O T 0022 P C'1000 TALT 0020 000q14 TE 'USO 
0115 C0qC56 TFLRT o0%O 030006 iFUSED 0022 9 000012 THRUST C022 I oorc5 TNOC 0004 00CO6 TP 
G236 0Ob2b TFC ALL 0022 P 000075 IPRESS 0022 ' 000102 I) C06 00(01 I ME C017 P 00006 IVCL 0317 R C00047 ULPPRC 0017 R 00OD,13 ULPRLC C17 R 00CO14 ULIALT C017 R 01(017 ULTOFT 0017 R 0000CC ULTFLC 
Ofnl1 I C01123 VLONF 0007 001750 kRT 0021 R 001224 XALT C017 R 000052 XFLOW 00c5 000131 XPACH 
C013 CO0134 XPSLXG 0013 000212 XSVLKO 0006 000035 XTPNO 
00101 1* COMPILER (FLO:ARSj £0000 
00103 2* SU3ROtJTIhL SYSDAT COOcO0 
C01(l5 34 INCLUnO PAR,LIST cocco 
CDIC5 3* PAR PPOC co0oc 
C0lOb 3N PARAMrTOR NIA:29,NR:3*MNA+7MNL:46,NGMNL+13,MVZVMSVZ9,MSWV=9 cLOOOn 
L0106 3* * ,VrONF:10 LO0GL0 
CC107 3* PARAMCTER MNSPOS:4 MNONS=S,MNOCF=10,IINTEQN=,TNOCF:10 LOCO00 
L0II0 34 COIINONIIUMS/NLNA LO00CO 
Colic 3* END LOC0OO 
00111 4* INCLUnE CBLILIS Coo000 
clll 4* COL1 PROC C00000 
C(1112 4* COMHON /COtIF/ISYS(Z)hEAPUSOD()3TPNOSP(33,STVLV COC00
 
C0113 4* INTCCI STVLV LOCOCO
 
00114 4* COIF'Ol /I TS/RATC(NNNA HMIAbEF(HNA)CGLOAOALTXMACH CC000 
CC11b 4* COtt'ON /IIES/ISTAT ,TSTOP,1ENONOLNPTSNPLTS LOC0 n 
CIIE 4,, ,IfHASC,IVFLAG,NOL2.7TIME,IUNIT,FREE(2),FR,0(4I LOOCO 
0C115 4* * ,CL'O(4,TPCALL(4),ECTRAtII(3),LTYPEXTPNO,LPHASENW LCOCO 
C0115 4* ISTAI ICRDLUNIT LrOCOO 
CC0l1 44 COPO /IARRAY/ T(10003,W'TINR) Cor)000

C1117 41 COnflor, ITRAJI IN FX(NRJ,IrTP C00000
CC10 4* COMHO'e/NA VCS/I AE ( ) ATACTIJO I MhL) NODE(3 1 SPED(21LOADIMNAI LOOrO 
101C 4* XVLHI(1 LIACTNAV (MNA, 23 LOVOCO 
cV120 4* END CoC0on 
Cr121 

























COMMON /GRAD/FGRADIMNL 2),FLGRAD(PNL) 
COPVONI /LKGS/PSLKGMNLI,SVLKG(PNL),XPSLKG(MNL),XSVLKCIMNL) 
*,ALTFL4II"'L) 
COMMON /LMMTR X/LM(3,NLI,IPTR (3,33,1ICODE 13 ,PNL), I ASGNIMNL),
MIVIMNL ),ISIV(MNL) ,ISWV(MNL) , 
" PVNA?,(VIt'PV) vSYS(MPV) mVV[H( IVI,t 
* SVt.v4( HsV) * AVVEH(MSVI, SVSYS(MSV). 
* SWVNAt1(2,:1S VsSWSYS (mSWV) SWVVEH(MSWV
* VCONF(VCONF),NPvNSV NSUV NVCONF 



































CCItIltoj /COEFF/ CFI1O,2,2,2), 
E130RANGE(,2,2,31
* ajPFP
DOUIL[ PkECISION CF 
COMMON /PCO"P/ULTPLC(31,ULPRLCt3),TVOL(3 HE43),
















CO;1140 /FUJ1L/ FL0.AkD(3) FUNUSF(3)TFUSED(3) FRE(3) TENUSDI3)

































































DI MENSIO' FGCOMV.2,IANL) ,PHNAHE(2,),SFCALT(2)f2COOc 
DIiNEN LN ITEMP(I tL) 
DI'!CN' IOh, ISETlMV),JS[T( VSVIKSET(NSWV)
NArIL IB/[IJOCF
DATA FGCUI'I/92' 1 " 
DATA (cCCCM( ,J),J 4,16 )/34'CPEf,'/
DATA IC-CHI(2,J),JnI416) /3*'CLCSE'/
DATA (FC(CI1r'{IJ)J:22?4)I/3*'LOWER'/
DATA rf GCOII'(2 j),J22,24) /3*'RAISE-/ 
DATA (rH:AML(ClI),I:1,2)/'PRLAUNCI/
DATA ( lhNAEI,2), I,2/ 'ASCENr '/ 
DATA IPhAt'(rI,3 ,I=1,2)1 /DATA (PHIA1EE(,4),I=1,2)/'ON-ORB CKOUT'/
DATA fPHAft ( I 15) ,1:I,2)/ I 
CATA (PHAMFIT 6),II,21)'DESCENT'/
CATA IhWrIFI I7=,2)/'ROLLOUT'/
DATA SICALT/'SL' ,SP'/ 
C LOSS ALACI I ".T f ATRIX 






























C ICcDn(P0I1JTEI HYD LOAD)-SYS TO WHICH THE HYD LOAD C P0Ir!TcR:IPR(,YS I !CDE,SYS 2 MOIE,SYS 3 VODEI 
C WHEPE SYt 'lnOE = PRES SURIZED lOD[
C Y% MrDF = 2 : nEPRrSSURIZ[C HODE 
C SY', HOLE = 3 : OFF 





C0175 32* EONTINLECOD 
C0176 3 1 12=0 LOCO00 















2 WPITE 6 I11) 11II ]1lt121 
irl FOFMAT(I'It51IX , L"OSS MANAGEMENTSMATRIX I,€//




COD11I 4C* C- NF 1 2 3 " 371 COOD03 2 











C0214 44 *- CODE MODE MODE MODE',/, IXI311(I4*)} 000037 
LV215 4 * M:= z0003 7 
CO210 4C4 P-1 5u I 1 3 COC046 
C0221 4 7m DO 53 J=1:3 LOC046 
cr224 48* DO 50 K=I 3 LOOO57 






DO 45 L:Il,12 
FXOC65 
LOOO73 
C0234 52* DO 35 MOOE 1,2 Coale? 
C0237 53* DO 30 LL-I 13 . . .. 0 130 










. J. '40DE) GO TO 40 
C0 
LOC145 
CO250 58* GO TO 30 L-00146 
C0251 59* 21 IF (J .EC. MODE) GO TO 40 UODl50 







IF (K .EQ. 
COfNlTUC 
MODE) 60 TO 40 .. ... OC153 
CDC161 























20C FOP IAT (IX,/,iX,14,3fS1XA3)129i613) 
5L C ONT INUEj 
Lor241 
LDC241 
L03tO T3* IF (1' .LT. NL) GO TO 15 b0024I 
Fr31O 74* C LCIC241 
C0310 75* C WRITE OUT HYD LOAD DATA REPORT LOC2 4 
C0310 76 C COC2 41 















W R ITE(I. 1 '00) ,LDC 
100C FORtOAT~t~SX* 




S ? FLOW CRAD 
NOe 




CD7:0 64* V[H MAIN SEC SWITCH'tI,4y, L002Q7 





CEDE IlgGL ISOL VAL VE / 4 X, 
LKG a EKE a fGP14) 
LO0262 
ZOT262 
0c* VALVE VALVE COD r 4X0 	 3r 
3000 30C0 

CODE CO )E,/,4X, 

4' 	 PSI PSI 
* ' XI,/131(1H*))




WPITE tlalo) I llNAME(J,IitJ=1,2),ILHMJ,I bJf1,3), 








WPITE (6,1011) FGRADI12),FGCOMl2,I) 
1011 rOPrAT 131XF6.3 ,1X A6l 
101C FORPAT u,1X,13, 1X.A6,31,2XF6.!,lX,A6,XF6.3,1X,F6,3,IXF6.3. 
* IxI 2xI3,2XI512X,I5,2X,15) 





£n 365 107* C WPITF OUT 1IYURAULIC FUNCTION DATA 

Cr365 into C 

C0367 1U9A PWrlTttb,1016I 

C-71 II* '1016 FOirATC1,m1,20X'**** HVDRA?!LIC FUNCTION DATA 
00371 111* TI2,'Ftkf,CTION' T25,'LOAD NO',//,CO!71 11211A132{11, )1/)
IAV ITE 1, 1C 171 11 ACTNAKII )JI2IO~I 








59 00 60 lef,3

IF (HElI) EQ. 0.19) CALL TANi(ULTPLC3I),FLOAD(II),TVOLI), 
* ULFPRLC(I),)HEI)I) 

IF (ULfRLC(I) .E. n.0) CALL TANKIULTPLC(I),FLOAOI),TVOLI), 
















































































































































































































































































WRTE(u 1 '5f) I iT1,3),XFLOWJtULTPLCULPRLCTVOLHEFLOAO,
* 	 tUNUSE ,6M 
FOSAT CINI. 0X,'*** SYSTEM DATA 
^T36,31 APUHYD')/, 
*T363U SYS',12,2AbI/, 
*1 MAX FLOW PATE AT 1i0i S EF0,6PNMT36,3FIO,3,/,
1* FLOW RATE AT Ilt SOEEOCPc',136,3103,OMAX 
4' ULLAGE TSMPLC,',T36,3rio.3,/, 
4' ULL'GE PRESS LC PTA' T36 3FIO.3,, 
4' TAIK VULUMLFT3'T3,'F3 
4' IILUMLQMT36.3d1 .IO£10614' IPITIAL FF40L LOA3LOIS' T36.3FO.3,/, 
4' UIUJA£LC FUELLBM',T36 3F 13,/co61 
1' LOrk P CSS LI'I,rSIA',if6,3!r1.5) 
WITf(6,IbO,)ULTALT 

















DO 70 1-1 7If (U TOF( III EQ. 9.03 GO TO 7014Z*£006 
kPITE(t,I:7r) PHNAME(J,1),J=I,2 ,(ULTOFTIJ,IlJ;I,3) 































FO WAT IHl,50X,'>0* PUMP EFFICIENCY CURVES oooo',I/, 
*' SYSTL APU FLOW PATE LIHITSGPI '154,
:'rFr= rtrLeW RATEGPM)',//, 
£02633 
LC0646 








*- "D-c SPEED 
DO 90 IS=l,2 
DC 9C IAFU:1,2 


































IF It130FI .C. G) CO TO 90 




cbirr=,ni12.6, * X *1' 5 












Cr522 172* C £02752 





















































fflafAT(iUSCX,*t'> FUEL CONSUMPTION RATE CURVES ', 
T*,TAPJ' Ti13,'EOt",T16,*APU',T22,'ALTITUDE',T33,'AMB',145, 
*:FCFL! H/FR Z F(IhY PUMP SHArT POER HP)' /C 





IF d .E.. 0) 60 TO 95 
DC 91 A:1,J 
DO 91 oK:1,3 
LrrJOCF(I,' KK!-1 
WPRITE(6,g=ITSPED(I),KXALTIIKKH) ,FRALTIIK,I(lK ,SFCtI,I(K1KK
*(SFC(T IKN+I KK) ,I1M:ZI, 
FOht"AT (;/2X13 t 3x I33XI3,3X,F8.0,3XF6.2,6X,-FCR 
*D12.6,' * X ** o + 
*2(512.,, * X *1',12' 






























































































































































































































































' N0 NA r HYD SYS VEH CODE'IL3211H¢n
D0 20') 1:1 ,NmV 

WRIT£ (6,:C25) 1,(XVNAM(J,I),J:a,21,KVSYStIxMVVEH{I|




2035 FO;,tlAi (// 1 X,'*** SECONDARY ISOLATION VALVES',//) 

WPITC~tClc
Do ~ l 1o1NSV
4

























3605 	FOIPAI (1 '48Xr; '4444VALVE CONFICURATION DATA *L4/iWRI1TE &6,3013)1I,I:1,NMv)I012243UIO 	FORMAT (v 'VALVE' TIS,'MAIN ISOLATION VALVESVAT5.P
4 'srt ISOLATION VALVEST93,'SWITCHINGVALVES.,,,

IX, ICO-F, ICOAE
,1X , ,T22412 1 3)
WRITE (6,..15) (I,XnlNSV)














3030 	ISFT(J):FLP(, IVCONF(I)) 
+ 1














3046 FORMAT (II2X 1 I3,T22 1213 

WP14 6,. JSET JIIJIJNSV)
30117 	 FORIIA T lI+,T, , 1 2 1 ,j)
WRITL (6,Zfl4) (MST(d)J 1LNSwVj











































































































































































FORt;At(Ikl1,45X,4*** APU AVFRAGE EXHAUST THRUST', 
4- CURVESS''*4*4' 
T 'TI6JALT!ITUDET27 AMB' T3901423 
*'TH US.LIF = F(HYD PUMP SHA ; PO dR,HP ',/,
*?1-,''TIP,-*(FT)IT27,'PRrSS',/. 

'T27 *(rrIF ) ,/,
*1l'lit') /) 










*C12.6;,'" 6 ~,a n,3X,F6.2,6Y,qTHRUST 


































'FOR, S H-HIf'iE/V, ,H.HItCE/V6 
FOR S1E3-C2/D6/7-18.10:23 (q,) 
SUDROUTIZ.E HINGE ENTRY POINT 001126 
STORAGE USED: CODL(1) P31135; PATAfI) 000265; PLANK COMMON(2) 000000 















































STORAGE ASSIGMENT I(BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0100 00C45 13F 0101 000002 1330 0001 000115 14L 
OC0l C01105 166G 01GO 000101.19F 0001 000174 20L 
0"01 CL0164 21 6 0i 000200 22tG 0o01 000264 2516 QroI CC" 362 3070 0031 000313 35L 0001 000623 3536 
0101 C00746 413G Onl 000765 424r 0001 001061 4526 
Cl I CU0441 SIL 011 000460 S2L 0o01 C00477 53L 
C c1 05354 57L 0:01 000564 58L 0ol 0C0602 59L 
c201 C30710 76L 0n31 000720 77L ool 000727 79L 
0 001023 86 C0D1 001033 8'L 0001 D01042 89L
Do5 0 113L AL T 0013 003270 ALTrLW 0005 £00127 CGLOAD 
C006 000031 ECTRAN 0012 003000 FORAD -- 0012 000134 FLGPAD 
L'05 R G0o:: HM G"ZO 1 300003 1 0011 00SC134 IACTNO0"66 0S2241 ICARD (714 P00'45 ICODE 0OE6 oCoq2 IOrD 
L'11 (Zt( IlvUEX C'"O 000251 INJP 006 UC£006 IPHASE 
Lll LZflZ1L is,1r D U 16 03C00 ISTAOT 0006 000Q0 ISTAT
'Z4 3!ZJOjU ISYS 0f6 000012 IUNIT 011 002254 IVtH0000 1 61.50C4 L 0'14 00CO00 L N 0000 1 000013 LOAD
n006 00C42 LUNTT Or14 003535 MIV O014 000747 MVPJAH 
C'3 C£0001 NA Onlh 200000 LAME 0003 000000 NL 
Q0 R C0OnOL NOUATA 0]6 1 00!G003 NOL 00r6 0C010 h0L2bLI 6 L'0,014 &P IS Cr1, 131136 NSV 0114 001137 NSWV 
LOc 000014 15F 
0011 000145 204G 
co01 000303 252C 
0001 0 0 r 6 4 2 364G 0001 001100 4636 
0001 000516 55L 
COL 000652 6EL 
0001 000775 8ZL 
C Orl12 9CL 
£806 000021 CLNe 
C006 OOC13 FREE 
0004 000003 IAPUSO 
£ol 000136 IETP 
C014 0 0 r 2 1 2 IPTP p006 P(rC 1 ISTOP 
C006 0C0CC7 IVFLAG 
C06 000036 LPHASE 
C014 00771 PVSVS 
c011 CC212 NPODE 
0004 I CEfl)l7 NOS 
0014 rCI14C NVCCF 
C001 000C66 155C 
C0CO 000130 21F 
COLI OC0343 276C 
C001 C'n372 4rL 
DOLl 604!1 50L 
CO1 C0(1526 56L 
00C1 00n700 75L 
COCi 001013 85L 
£I R 00n332 ACrK AM 
0065 R 000072 OEF 
0006 00015 FpNc
C14 1 000 C7 IASCN 
Cell I 000217 ILOAD 
CC14 rOeCgu ISIV 
CC01 d0n671 ISV 
GOuO I 000005 0 
r 
0 6 COPC04 LTYPE 
C014 001O02 MVVEP 
C014 001 135 Nv'V 
0C06 Orn"O5 NPLT 5 
OO6 000l37 NW 

















































































R 1]03,:7 H 











£000 R 0Z"01C 
0D0 R 000011 







0014 1 001112 
























PARArTER IISPOS:4 MNEQNS:5,MNOCF:1OMNTEQN:SMTNOCr:jF 









COhlAON /,7ATFS/kA TE (IA ).H"IMNA ),DCF iMNA I CGLOAD, ALT tXMACH
C')Mf:O"' /TIrS/ISTA'kT,ISTOP TrNDNCLNPTS NPLTS4 ,TPHSE,IVFLAGt'OLei2, ,xUNIT FREFr2),FRKO(4)
'$ ,CL tIi,TPCALL( 4)cCTPA I3 !LTYPEXTPNOLPHASENW 
ISTAT,ICARD,LUNIT£3IXO'J /TtkLAy/ T(12201,W0T(NPn
COMHOt' /TaAJ/ INDEX (NO) IFTP 






CbL2 	 PROC 
CC,4MO4r /PAOIFGRAO(MNL,21,FLGRAO(INLI 
CONMON /LVUS/PSLKG(HNL SVLKGI NLIXPSLKG(MNL),XSVLKG(HNL)
*,ALTFL . (II.L I 
CCHIION /LPfHTRX/Lt'H(3 4'lL) IPTI( 3!3}ICODE(3,MNL),IASON(MNLI,
* 	 MIV IiL),I IV(MNLI , 5I(MNL) 
MVAf'(2fMMV),:XVSYSIHMV) MVVEIM(NV),

* 	 SVNAM( ,MSV), SVVEH(MSV) SVSVS(MSV),
* s4VtiJm (,NiSWVI , SYS(MSWV) 	 MVEH(VS1V)
*,VCONF(VvrOF ,NNVNSV,NSWVNVCONF EOceo?
 






DATA TC/1.OF6/ 	 6
DATA PI/3.1417/ 	 0 








12 IF (J F,. ')I GO TO 20 00
SPA1I,-L 	 W0014 
SIi:1 
IF (ST', P,(IiIHM( 1)) .EO. SIGNISRATRATE(I3)) GO TO 2C 01 
PAaZI. II(-742-DCfIII 
:1p 
COCS P fOb mc RAIC 
00 4 I C 0 STVLV 


























































































































































































































































































IF (APS~iftIII .LE. AISISTLHM)) GO TO 14 
WPITE (tII1 HMII ,(ACTflAf(T,JI,J=12 )STLHMTP
WRIT[ (M,15)U,(T) (ACTNAM(NKJ)..I,21.STLHMTP

fS FORMVAT 	 (' I 1,2A600HIG1 POtl&T L3AD ':F26.10, IN-LPS CN

* IS tREATER THAN ITS STALL HINGE MOMENT' F20.10, IN-LS', 
t I I, AT TIuL: ,F12.7,' HRS*)
13FORMAT 	(lIhI,201/),lx,'H14CC MrEOVE&T LCAD * F2D.IO,' Ih-LRS ON', 
2A-, ' IS GREATR THAN ITS STALL HIF MOMENT '1,F20.I0,IN-LbSI/,' AT TIME: ',F12.7,' HRSI./.IHI)
















C CHECh OUTOGAk ELEVONS 
























WRIJTE 1-,15 NO II),(ACTNAM(IJ),Jrl,2),STLHMTP

GO TO .0 

35 RATrAX33.11 * SQRT(1.O-APS(IIM(I)/STLH))

IF (AR.(-OATE(1II ,LC. RATMAX I GO TO 40 
C 
WRITEIb jo) (ACTNAtI(IJ),J=I,2)IRATE(I).RATHAX TP 
















IF (SIUNISII HMI)1 EO. SIGNiSRATRATE(III1 LOAD:2 
C LOAO:1 : OPPCSING LOADC LOAO=2 : DT.G LOAD 

IF CNO: .EQ. 3) 00 TO 90 

GC TO (-,SS),LOAO 


























































































































































































































































































































* A zist"i i)T))))
1 .q22618 

GO TO 5£ 
 1 9 3 2 1 2 12





GO TO :9 

5 S O TG (56,57,53) NOS 














5b RATPAXz(.b952612!+jT ) ) )QR(32'435 9 8-(.52271L04.6 8-DS.I 2 'C47 
* .2(1554
59 RArIIAXIJfl 




WPITE(L,19) (ACTNAM(r.J).J:I,2),RATEIT) RATMAXTP 
WnITE (15,21) (ACTNAM(I,1J),J=I12),RATE(IbRATFAXTP 
C 
60 COil TINIE 
C 







IF (STf.f(SHMHMII) EQ. SIGN(SRATRATE(I))) GO 70 8C 

GO To (75,76,7?) *NOS 

75 RATtIAX:(-S3588235*ASS(HM(Ii/Tb)) 4 27.047358 

GO TO 79 

76 RATNAX:I-71.17647*ABS(HH( II/T61)+54.094117 

GO TO 79 

77 RATM-AX:(-1'6.7647*ABS(HMII)/T6)) + 81.141174 





1PITE(o,19) (ACTNA(IXJ),JI 2,RATE(I),RATMAXTP 














IF (tATE(I)l 90,90084 

8q GO TO (85,Sb,B7),No o 0 
85 RATAX(-11.2962964A0S(HM(I)/T6))+26.207306 f , 
GO TO 9 
86 RATfIAY:(-22.592592 * ABS(HM(I)/T6)) * 52.414813 . Q 
GO 9 
87 PATNAtZ(- .S9884ArSiAti(MT)/T6) 78.622218 






























































































































































WRITE (1521 (ACTNAM(II ,J=1.21tATF(IRT1AXTP07P
19 FORMAT (1H120(/IX , ANGULAR RATE INPUT ,*FG.3 DEGSEC EXC ZOI107
 
4EEDS AXIPII ALLCWA LF IEE F6.3, DEG/SEC AT' ,Fi2.7,' HPS' 17
 CO*NC7
 
21 FOt~RAT (IX,2A6,' AKGIJLAR RATE INPUT ,F6.3, - DEGISEC./ / L011C7 
4 EXCECOS MAXIIPUM ALLOWABLE PATE *,F6.3,' DEO/SEC'. L01107 
LO11C7
4 ' AT -,F12.7,' IRS') Col 07
PJOL:5I 
 C01107C 









:FOR S HoPc6CQ/Vt 'H.PO.LRIV6
 
f Or,(2,1 
SuBROUTIE POkER ENTRY POINT 000543
 
























S"15 CUTPUT -CL)73 I
 
CI6171 tOr 7 1 ..... . . .
 





























STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
 
001 01 00 0000 0001 no
Inc'1 0C1234 136L Go0L 000311 140L coot OC005 1420 COol CrO3 1576 cfhl 0OP036 164G
 
1 £O046 12L 000037 132F 000074 133F 000301 134L b 1 00f 2 77 135L 
C-c'Cs,5: 175G 01r.I 000076 22uG 3000 000117 211F C001 000122 221G OCCI (00211 273C 
c CI CJJ24 (1L 0'31 00C444 7L 00c CCO462 89L c001 OCC507 96L 0011 00C132 ACIhAP 
C2U5 r C:II3u ALT n1Z 000270 ALTFLW 09 16 C 0O0fOO CF c005 0Cr127 CGLOAD CCL6 POnC21 CL!,C 
["00 CCJ024 DrUG 0c05 £00072 OEF 0006 0000!1 CCTPAN C016 R 000240 rPANCE CC12 (30"CP" FL0AD£212 R C00134 FLCRAo an1C rooo FLOAD 0915 R C0000 FLRT 006 00013 FREF Co:o rCccI I FRE' 
0 6 c0S01i5 rpNO or, 000 03 FU'US 0021 001421 FURATE C017 030011 IFE c05 P00nnC h
,,rfl I r,"LO: I fl] 1 00134 IACTNO PCCO I [LC006 IAPU CC4 I 200C03 IAPUSD C0814 I rCr 7 1 Crf.L106 0,2nU'lI ICARO 0'114 CU0045 IC00C U0O I CUCC15 ICONF r1(6 00C002 ICfnl 0 000136 lFTP 
&"1I? TL&AC 0'10. COROt12 IPOOCI 0200 1 000013 IMODEa CDC? I OCCO 1Q IrOCE! aCt Ia crecno IECoci CC14 L 0D0C72 IOTA 0006 000006 IPHASE C01 I OCfO71 IPPLT 0014 '130112 P79fl

,I fC'c1. Is OrIS I 000064 ISAT 0£'14 0C0613 ISlV Coil I 00n215 ISPrD 
 C£O I CCrCI6 ISPECi
cqfln I f7)-017 ISPED2 orzc I 0252020 ISP'03 0006 C00000 ISTART r('16 UrOLo0 ISTAT C0C6 C"'C0 1 ISTOP
OCO I C&QU 21 IST1 3nCb I 000022 IST2 0000 I 000C23 IST3 C014 C0967 1ISWV 0CC4 I fOfQCDO ISYS
CF06 L3-%C1Z L,ITA 0O0254 IVCH
 2911 0006 C00007 IVFLAG COO I 0C0094 J CELO I 00 CC7 K
CCLC I CZ31C PK C'-3" I 030203 L £014 EGC3-0 L't, C006 0CI036 LPhAS! C0L6 OCACF.I LTYPE
y 06 ,'Lq:. Vi L 11S'I 0003 V lit'
i CC'4Q 007474PV A? C014 CCr7"1 PVSYS goIS4 CCI£02 MVVE-
LL3 CG L"31 f.A Opl njl"-nn NAME Cpni 001415 tCIeN.S £003 I oCoCco NI. -C 11 I n0'U 12 NtlC.C£F
'WV I
£114 LC1 13: 00)2: 0LCl 1 wOC 500r1 CLCO'1 NCCF C006 I OPr003 ,CL COC6 CCrCIC NOL?OWr' £U3097 NOS 3q16

0914 
1 nslc ,PERC6 I DOCC5 KPLTS C06 OODOS4KFIS GCZ1 OCt41. NSPC S
CUllIs. t5sV OP'l 0!1'7 NSWV £022 CCC074 NIC COL 0C114C NVCOKF CCC6 CCCC3 K4W
C]04 R Lt6C1I P 0122 r 000105 PA1. t'2LO0c rCCO PCFF CC17 nG0OO44 PLIM C021 CC1I1.?C PRAL
b"24 CR(JJLj PCLSUR 0013 00009 PSLMO 0015 P OcJO61 PWR COPS P o"'ooo RAIF 0015 R 000-67 SAT
0021 1919074 SFC OC"'I! 30 13 STVLV "1 0,,CC056 SVLKC CO914 09C1013 SV%AV CC 14 I 001CI6 SVSYS£114 I sVVrh ()^1 I 0t1101 S6,SYS £114 CL 1 157 S V NAM CO1{| I 001112 SdVVEH COu7 RPOcC C I,ou-ss
O"'"I ? t'II TALT Z;l II3 JI 4 TF NIUSD 0O215 9 C0C056 TFLRT CON, CCCC6 TFLSED C022 COC12 TI-RLST
0022 1 Jtd.A' TI:CCF 02 "1., P0f96 TP 0006 (PCCGG5 IPCALL C022 020075 TP'SS C22 R COe1C2 TRC£06 Cinl'11 TTIVE Gn17 Io0;)06 TVOL 01117 CrC047 ULPRFC 
 0017 000C03 ULPOLC 0017 009014I ULTALT
0017 C:1017 ULTOFT 0017 000O00 ULTPLC 0"314 I £01123 VCONF rO7 [017S0 WRT C002l (01224 XALT
G017 R OJOGcZ xrLO. OP5 000131 XMACH 0013 R 000134 XPSLKG 
 C013 R 000212 XSVL<G COL6 0035 XTPAC
 
Ct0l1 1* SUiLCLITINF POWER DOLOC3 24 IN-CLU")E PARLIST 
 LO0GO
00 103 2* PAR PROC 
 LOQncl
C0104 2* PARAM TER MNA=29,NRz3*IiNA.7,tiNL=4e,NG=MNL+1',MF1V=9MSV=9MSWV:9 
 CqC000
c£IG4 2* 10 ,.VCC.,FIa 000000
£0 10. 2* PAIAA ICR MNSPOS:4 MNCQNS5,MNOCF-IMNTEON=5 ITNOCF=10 
.ROrOn
Urivc 2* C '110 /NUMS/tL, NA L-CQO0
G icnic 2* Cho LOOOMn
COI'7 3, ItCLUDL CPLILIST 
 LOC0CO
CCI07 3 CLLI P11C cor'OCO
It1I tO 3 COI"O' /CCL2F'ISYS3),IAPUSD3),TPNOS,P(33,STVLV to000[COin11 INTCGFI STVLV LOe00OC£112 3* COil'O' /RATFS/RATCIM!JA)SHM(P.A)oDEF(MNA),CGLOADALTXMACH £0000000213 3* COP'Ol /TlV',CS/ISTART,I STOP,IENO,NOL,NPTSNPLTS 
 £00000
0113 3 , ,lIIIArC,IVFLAG, rOL2,TTINE,IUNITFREE(2),FR ,Ot(4
3* 1 1 LOCO
1LOCOPP
C113 3II a CL ) C TF' ,LL ( I ICTRAN (3ILTYPE XTPN0,LPHSENW 00000
£0112 3 ,IST,T,ICAPO LUNIT 
 '00300
C0114 34 CO Ot ITAFRAY/ T( 23CI.,WQT(NR) coco3rC9115 3* COMPON /TPAJ/ INCCX(NRI IC!P COCOO
C0116 3* COM;ON/NuA.sC SNA PE I' INL )ITACTNO( LNA 
 LOCOOO
0116 * IVrH(UNLI,AxTtAMthA,2, c0{o0O
CP 116 34 [No LOCOOP
tOll?7 4 INCLUnC CrL2,LIST 
 LOrCOa
r0117 1' CCL2 PPOC LDCOO0
 
C4I "* CorI;tU'l I'I OIFUPGADhIL ,IFLCPAD('NL) OCOOn
C1121 4* CO'Ol /LIVGS/FSLKG (LI I SVLI{C HINL ) XPSLKG MNL I ,XSVLI(CI MNL COC.OCr121 *.4 4 ALTFL.,&:'.L) LOOCOOC0122 4* ll"O'l /LIIMTRX/Lvt (3MI.LI,IPTR(3,3,3),ICOOE(3,PNL),IASONMNLs, COPOCOC, 12221 4' * ,iV(11'JL),IIVIMINL),ISWV(HNL), OCCCO
"
C"121 '>* 4"'S.N: 1I'$VIN VSYS (MmV) I4VVEHI MIV) LOrCC
20122 4* * VIIAM( ),ISV) , SVVEH(HSVI SVSYSEHSV), L000,0










































































VCr'jF CCq F ),MHV,'NSV NSWVNVCONFf-IrcER VCONF , SVVtH, SWVVEHSVSYS ,SIJSYS
END 
I'JCLUOC CLL3.LISTFRCL3 PPOC 
COIPON /OUTPUT/FLRT(MNL)TFLRT(3)PWR(31,ISAT13),SAT(2) 
4, IPPLT,ICTAP
COt,'Or' iCcEFF/ CF(ifl2 2,2CCCCr 
C)R ,ANOL( ,2, "3)4 CN ° h
JOUILEPInECISION CF 
CO'!Cfl IPCOMP/ULTPLC(3bULPPLC(3ZhTVOL(3) H13),
* ULTALT(31 ULTOETIZ,7),PLIMIII 
,ULPRFCI31,XFLOW(3,2) ,
CO I0PON /FI!L/ FLOA(31,rU'USE(,31 TFUSrD(3),FrPrPt3,TNIUSOr3
COHION /SFCC/ uOCF1rNSPn,,fCtS 3) SFC(MNSPDSMNEQNSMNOCF,3)6XA LTU(PFFS VI'EQI'S3 PRALT 'MNSPCS,MNECNS, 33 N506S,





DOULE riccisio PFr 
ONT C/T*4NAMFLISririUci FLGRAOFLRT,RATE
CC COMPU TE FLO rhATE FOR EACH ACTUATOR 
C (1 1311,HLFLRIT():l.0
L:IACTNO(I) -OCOC5
IF IL .1I. 0) G0 TO P'I 
FLRTIII:ArS(RAIC(LI)*FLGRADEI)




C COMPUTE TOTAL FLOW RATE PER SYSTEM C 
DO i1 1:1,3 
110 TFLRT(I):'.Q




































































IF W .CC. 0) 00 TO 120 
TFLRT(J):TFLRT(JI.FLRT(I 
120 CObTIfUl 
C CHECK FOR SYSTFM SATURATION 
C 
00 22q T:1,3
L=I*lcs£:U CI 1 
I(AT(1): 
XCE IrLi T(I) oGt. XFLOW(!L)3 ISATII)z2
125 ConhIIIUr 
C 
C LOMPUT' PO.I R REQUIREMENTS PLO SYSTEM 
C 























































































































































































































IF (IS .EC. 3) GO TO 135 co0111 
Do 127 KAI NPEP C00113 
127 IF(EIiI4CCEI tIAPUKKI) .LE. TFLRT(I) *AND. TFLRTII) .LE. C0P122 
F "P.C IAPU KI u)0122"(IS )I)HrKK 

1r 	(1 .E,. 01 Go to 136 CO01 
129 	PrFF'.tOrl L001EC,
 
%OCzEfAt,I{IS IAPUK,3) . L00171
 
DO 13' J=1NO6 C00203
 
13TIF JLiTI)h I-)) .GT. 1.C-30) PEFF=PEFF (CF(JKISIAPU)* 100211
 
I2*I 
0~,0 10 1>1£00232 
136 COITI :.F L00234 
IF (t. L fT. 49) CALL TITLE 	 Ou237
 
WDITL (6,133) TFLRT(IISPED(IAPU),NMODE(IS) 	 COC24
 
lRITL cIj,132I TFLRT(I)ISPrDoIAPLINPODE(ISI:ITP 	 LO261
 
132 FOhIAT (I NO PUMP EFFICIENC v DATA AVAILABLE '/ C00273 
FL". RATE: 'IF29.10,' GPP', , i0273 
4 APU SPEED: ,'''7131 	 C09273
 
* (0C:C= ',A'I, SYS :'I 16,1 TIME : '%F20JIU,'HRS',/) L00273 
133 FPVAT (0, 13IH* ),'J PUMP TFFICT7NCY DATA AVAILABLE. C0C273 
4 FLO RATC:',FIl.2, APU SPEEO:',13k'% MCDE:',A4) LDC273 
NOL-tOL.I 	 L0273 
135 	PWh(I )O.r C(277

GO TO 143 L00277
 
134 PWH{IIZTFLRT(II1*PII/(171w.*PErF) CnC301 
140 CONTIVUE 000313 
NPLTS=t:PI.TS+. LOD313 
C C00313 
C COMPUTr APU EXHAUST THRUST 	 000313 
C (00313
PAIMB=PRESUR(ALT) £00316 
CALL TZOSP 	 L00322
 
C 	 LO 0322 




P2 	IF (T(75) .LE. 0) GO TO q7 00324
 












ISF'EL''zIAPUSO(2) 	 CC0354 
ISPFO'ZIAPUSD43) 	 C00356
0 0 3
IST1:fltr(1) L 60 
IST2:AI'(2) :00362 
IST3=:TAT II( L00364 
JZT(666)s.1 L00366 
WRITE (6 2l1)TP,ALTICOtFIJ, 	 C00377
 
,ISPEDIISPEDII TELRT( 1),SAT(ISTI, C00377 
4 P "Y(I), TSPED(ISPED2),TFLRTf2),SAT(TST2),PWR(2), LOV377 





































1u1u 87 IPPLTtTC7S2I + .1 
 000444
I16t IF IIDPLT .EO. 0) RETUrN O 5  
l03* C .00454 









1214 8 WrITL (IPPLT,ENO:963 TP,PWRTFLRTTRFLRT 004121 C* nrTt'R3 
 LP05n3
 
[094 96 BACKSPACE IPPLT 
 C00507








FOP S ii. SA UM VLt I.SAPUM/VE 
FOR LDE3-02/06/7S-18:IL.47 (52,) 
SUbSOUTIE SAPUq EN! Y POIT 001635
 
uir ENI RY 0016 40
1POIT 






0 06 C0f,F 0, 0 l1 
CCO5 RATCS 2CO 3p
0
0136 TI LS 0C0L43
 
COD? TfiPhAY C021C6 
C010 TRAJ 10LIZ7
 
C£'21 LAILs CLC424 










































STORAGr ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NANE)
 
c %1 10030 1019L. 0021 r00035 156G 0001 000054 164G 
00D! LO2SI 2CJ8L 3O0I 030535 2010L '100 C00556 2n11L 
LPrI £0157 23LG 0911 ^00202 2420 0001 000217 250r 
1C01 C00024i 30L 001,2 000376 3110 0001 000017 331L 

c0z;I 00152 42LL 00'1 300167 '22L 0001 GOC200 423L 
O0oI CCt'7C4 4170G 191 '01017 53L r00 00677 S2L 
U2 1 COP702 rI 020 301042 5140 "1rG 0011C6 52L 
cOol 000063 1710 

0002 0357 2O12F 

1001 000253 2620G 

£001 0C0513 336G 

cl 001730 4EUC 
Cool G06C2 SC3L 
cccl CCIOCS SZCL 
cool 000072 1766
 
coot n~n14 211G 
O)ul 00347 302C 
0(01 tot0"n42 412L 
0001 0P756 q6 r 
CcCo 0I2P33C 50SF 
CCLO rCll0i 527F 
. C£C!36 E51rf, 0'.01 000436552b1 001145 563C cool 001177 6VOL rc03 2 6r9L
 &001 OCI'7 AloL D,"I. 00464 623F 0001 001213 613G ool 001360 614L cc01 001457 615L 
001 C01537 625L Otl 001551 642L COCI 001400 674G Cool 001434 712r, Ca I C01475 732C
 
C9O1 C01563 766 0931 000431039L 0001 000432 849L Co00 000256 259F COCO 00501 9OF
 
01I C3033L ACTNAM 0"1O5 P r00f130 ALT 0013 000270 ALTFLW 00160 OOnOO CF DOLS RP 00127 CCLOAD
C06 £04021 CLNO 3.:0 90024C DOUG C0O5 030072 CEF CO P Crr222 ELTP COR6 CO'3 1 ECTRZN 
CP0 R Cn22, ['USED c116 03024" ERA'IGE 0012 OCOO FFRAD r012 ncr134 FLGAO C0020 R CCn' FLOAC0 0 
001r R C-::L FLrIT Jat r 0,I217 ERATEI 20E 9 000221 FRATE2 CO6 V0a13 FPEE COLD0 CCI?0 1 FpryCOL R £tO: rULOT 0P:5 003c15 FPNO 021 0R00303 FUNUSE CO21 R OC1421 FURTE occ R 000223 FiSEC
 
£c£l R EttIlI lE 0215 00035 fm 0000 I 000213 I c011 000134 IACTNO 20L4 I 0O0O03 IAPISO 
C0l4 I C'2457 iS9GN 517; 1 000231 1A1 0000 1 C00232 IA2 C00 I rCr233 IA3 00L6 CCo4 I 1CARC 
l14 C01245 ,ICOL 0'306 200002 IFNP 1 010 DoC136 IETP COCO I 00r245 TK 0011 00217 ILCACC010 Cm.O: I otx ?10 00C521 INJPI 0015 I 000072 IOTAP CO00 I c0C171 ICVFR 00t6 I 000006 IFFASE
 
COIS 001071 IFPLT O4 1 00021? IPTP 0015 1 000064 ISAT C014 OCCt13 ISIV 0C0O I 000214 ISPD
 
C911 I 209215 !SPED CP:O 1 000236 TST 0006 I COO O ISTAPT C006 "n2C40 ISTAT 0r.6 I n2""P. ISTCP
 
C7-0 I CCn;4- IS1 onrp I P00243 IST2 000 1 000204 IST3 C014 00r671 1S4V CnL4 I rCnCflo ISYS
 
0M117 1t'D0tP 1OO)l2 IUNIT 1 000C7 IVFLAG 
f:)0 1 2C)2-C 12 OJLS I 3J027 13 0300 1 000204 J PO0 I 000220 K COLO I C0"166 KSPP 
LrGO I LCO21( ISYS 5000 1 000215 "Vi 0000 1 00216 KV2 C014 00n0oo LMM COC6 000036 LPHASE 
r.:o I O026 0011 OC254 IVEH C006 CoL0I CCe'CS 11
 
C406 L 34 ILTYPE 0r36 030042 0014 £014 MV AM M77LUNIT 0535 MIV frf7q7 £024 VSYS 
C£ I2"16 O02 NIT C006 1 r004 MC1 01414 
Ln14 ££IMj tisv 0fl14 "01137 I.SWU 0622 (000'4 NTC '014 001140 NVC0OjF ODES O00037 t,w[3200 I£22 '.1 0''01 050227 N? C O 1 0002321 N [004 p e~rEp£ p £022 R 000105 PA*'0 
CC17 R f,00644 PLIM 021l F, 02132£ PRALT C023 R 000000 PRESJR 0013 000000C PSLRG 0015 R 600061 PWP 
£005, C0JCC RATE 611S FZ 0UCH67 SAT 0021 R C00074 SF0 £000I R IO0073 STORE 0014 I rg(,fl3 STVLV
mVV013 001056 SVLKG 3'14 001 SVIJAM 0014 1 C31046 SVSYS C014 1 001035 SUVEN C0 14 1 ('1101 SISYS 
02314 001007 ~VNAM 4 0007 0022 o CC0O T1MPSt, 02ni1 1 031f12 SWVVEH P C00000 T Do00 TALl I 000225( '320 R 0015 14 TFNU'SD Or)s TFr.T 000 TFUSFD 0Cro12 COLn RP 006 0020 006 C022 THRUST 0,240C mAST
r[,n0 0[la M 22 n0042 TP 06 000065 1OCt0n c0 ? n0075 tPRESS4 it, I .11370n5 TSWVOF 00qCV96
002 P rCe: F 00.0 R 0012 3n5 o5CC 000 0 £000 C
3 1:6 111T £ P O0C237 PTMI1 R 001R 06 141 
917 R 03041 ULPFC 0:17 00C;03 ULTPL 0017 R 000114 ULTALT 017 R 000017 ULTOFT 0017 00000I ULPL 




00103 2* IN0CLUDE PARLIST COOOO
 
00103 * PAR PROC £00000
 
C0104 2* PAAIIETE NA:29 .0003*NA +71,MNLL46,N0lMNLn13UMT4V:9,MSVr9O,HSWV09 £00000
 
C01C4 2* , VCONF =10 A00000
 
C0105 R* TSPXS4,MNEQNS:SMNOCF10 TNoc RTlo 000000G
PA02AM£TER 4,MNTEQN=S, 

Go106 2* 01M0ONNuMS/ 0Tco2o
CT / N vN A0 00106 2N RD 
 £P00000
 
£0107 1* INCLUOL CPAIILIST £00C0
 
0103 3* CICL PROC LOccoo 
£1104 34 CO1'l0I /CcF/ISYS(3ttAPuS cO0,TPNOSp(30,sTv£V L0cO0O 
C0111 INTERE] N100005144 
00108 34 CI0N / NU SI N00000 
£011; 34 COil-I" /C HF/ISTAHT , ISTOP IENONOLNPT ,NPLTS £coo£0113 34 * IHASL IVFLACNLt TTIr (UN1T,FfEEI),RNO{tu LOEC00 
tC11] 3* v ,CLrCI4fPCALLd ,'rChIRPI,LTYPE,XTPNOLPNASC NW cOGGGP 
Cr113 20 * ,STAT CAROLUNIT C000o
Cc114 2* COuriO4 /TAVRAY/ T(IODO),WPTINR L0000CC115 3* COHH1ON /ITPAJ/ INDEX(IjR) IfTP COC O
aC116 3* COMiON/NArES/NATIE(2,MNLI,IACTNOIMNL),IMOOE(3),15PED02),ILOACIHNA, LOOO0 
C0126 34 * IVEH(IiNLIACTNAM(MNA,2) 	 0000O 
0p 116 Z* EfDtf L000L 
C0117 qt INCLUDE CrL2,LIST COCOOC 
ro117 44 CCL2 P OC LC0000crC01Z 44 C0i'40N fPG A0/FGlAD4IJL rl-G O(YNL) ecr 
£0121 44 COI4KJf /L,S/PSLFG(tNL,SVLKGINL)XPSLKGMNLIXSVLKGIMNL) L00000 
00121 4* ,,ALTFL.(M'L) 	 Lr0000
 
C0122 4* COMMON IL 'IITRX/LM(3,NI.),IPTR( 3,,33ICOPE(3,HNLIASGN(MNLI, Cor,0
:0122 4* MIV (flNLI I SIVI 4NL ) ]SWVtIMNL I COO ]p
C012Z, 41 rVHAM(I,' 	 LOCCCCM V) ,MVSYS1Mmg),MVVEHIMptf),C0122 4* 4 SViJAI",'t'SV) , SVVEH(MSV, SVSYS(MSVl [0ro0
30122 4m * SWVNA( 2, .SWVtS wSYSIASWv2 ,SWVVEIH(MSWV) 02000 
CM122 4 4 C'COhF ,tVNSV,USV,IVCONF?COUCCrI23 44 ItJTEGLR 'COHF , SVVLH, SWVVEhSVSYS ,ssvsYS 	 LO C:C0n123 '4 END 0ccocc 
111124 5 INCLUDE CLL3,LIST LOOCOn 
00124, 5 COL3 PROC 0COGEC0125 5, CO14ON /OUTPUT/FLRT(MNL I , TFLRT(3 ,PWR( 3),ISAT 3,SAT (2) 00ro0 
0C01-, 5" IPPLT,IOTAP L£C0EO 
51 COI t CFCCIFF/)( 2 cOCO'M1 
Lr2 5/ EPA. - ., , ) EEcOCPC0126 * 4 ,NnEP 0CC 0r 
n
cr127 54 O0lhLr PhECISION CF 00CO000130 54 COIMON /PCOIP/ULTPLC(3),ULPRICt3) TVOL(33 HE £ CDO0 
C'10130 5* * ULTALT(3) ULTOFT(3,7lPLIMI3I cooco0 
CO o 5* * ,ULPRFC(S }XFLOW'(3,2) 1000nO0 00131 54 COMMO /FUEL/ FLCAGID),FUNUSC03,TFUSED3),FREM(3)TENUSDI3I 	 L903O
c0132 5* COIUWON /SFCCi S4OCFIMNSPSMNECNS,3),SFC(IMNSPDSMNEQNSMNOCF,3), £rl0000 
L0132 54 * XALTq4NSPIOS,MNONS 3),PRALTIMINSPDSMNECNS,3) *NSPDS, 00oo00 
.015 NEfQS(IlNSPnS,FURATE(3; 	 LC300
001,3 54 COIIItO/TSV/TALT(NT0nN),TNOCFIM, TLN),THRUST(MNTEON,MTNOCF) 	 uo000 
C0133 5* *,NTC6TrPLS.P(0NTECN),rTq(3 PAV 0o0oc0
 
LOI34 * NP TPOCF LOCCED
 
C134 5* END 00cocC
 
C0135 6* DI'IENSICN WAVG(NG) 	 'OCC0 
C0136 74 OT:IEriSION STORECNG), KSPO(3) LO000 
L0137 Co DIILN ION IOVER(3) ,IUNDR (3) LDOC C0 
CP14 9 01lh S1ON XP,v'R (31 600000 
C0141 104 NAMLLTST/IUG/FLRT, AVG LOOOOO 
C0142 11* FROT=T17"1)/3600. 0OOO 
0C143 124 IOTAP:TI7r)}k.I too1n2 
00143 134 C 0CO02C0143 14* C TEST AVERAGII.C FLAG o 0 LOGOS2 
cn143 15 CC 
C0144 	 16- IF (T(783) ,GT. 0) GO TO 600 - £0C013
1,0G 13
C0144 	 174 C 
 C0013
A WEIGHTLD AVONAGL OF DATA OVER GIVEN INTERVAL
C0144 	 1b* C TAK 
 0LEl013
GC146 19* 331 IF (IslAPT .10. 0) GO TO 412 
ECILId 204 IF II'TOP.0O. 1) GO TO 422 0 r; COC020(q002
 
cr152 	 21" IF (TP-YB;) 410,420,420 
224 40155 d-2,O C0002110 DO [ill
00160 234 411 WAVO(J)b.,VGJ)+STOEJ)D(TP-STORE(I1 I0L 







































































































2* 00 411 J:1,NL 
ZC* 413 STOREUJ.1);FLRT(JI
274 00 qiq JZ! 
2P4 414 STlOEcJ+I.L+I)=IFLRTtJJ 
29* 00 419 J:I,3
3C* SToPE!J+ L+IO)=TRIJ) 

3]4 415 ST3fl(J+L+qI=PWR(J) 
32v STCVLI r.L*):CGLnAD












394 00 418 J:1.3 
44 411£ KS (JI:lAPUDIDJl 




45* TTILTTIVE * T(665)-TP 

q46 ISTAPT1 
474 PC T!C 




51' 60 TO 423 
524 422 YIIJTrT(665)-XTP
53* IF (XT.T .Ll. L) RETURN 
544 423 00 4124 JzNC 
55* '24 WAC'(J)Z AVG( J)/XIT
56* C CALCULATE ATnQSPIICRIC PRCSSURE FOR THE CURRENT ALTITUDE 
53j pAMI1tPitSUVIPAVG-NLt)) 
52* C 
59* C COBPUTL FULL CUANTITIES 
6C( C 
ui* 1009 DO 209 1=1,3 
u2* C FIND CURVES TO INTERPOLATE 8ETWEEN 
63- C 
64* ISPOrwSP0III61,4 J:*4E.~.SI1SPD)-1 






lt 00 13 1019 
70" 309 DO 59 Il=1 J 
714 IF (P'MLT(IP ,I1,I).GC.PA flAND.PAMB,6EPRALT(ISPDII1,I) 
720, 4 Go TO 6097I" $t 8
S09 CO1.1 I 
7qv KVPJ 
75* KV2:J*l 
7t* CO TO 1019 





79* C FIND FULL IATES ON CURVES 

LL* I19 JrNOCF(ISfLKVI 1)



















































































































































































































































































































DO Lo? 4:1,J 
809 FDATE=FA TFC2+SFC(ISPD ,KV ,K,! W (Av4t1NL+r)iofK-II 
C IfJTERPOLA'L kITH PRESSURE 
















TC',US.D( I I:TENUSD II) +EtIISEC 
C 





IF (IVrLAG E?. 1) TC£IP=ULTALT(I)

IF (IVFL.C .EQ: 2) TElP:CULTOFTIIIPHASEI)

CALL TB'1!C4P,FP[M(I ,TVOL(lI),ULPFCII),HE If,2) 
2ou9 C NT I"UC 
C 





NU8 50 2(1 :II 3 

IF (IVERI) .EO. 1) GO TO 2010 

IF (FPL II .GT. FUNUSE(I)) G TO 2010 

WRITL (15,059) IYTP ,TFUSED(I) 

65 F0;XAT I' NO USAPLE FUEL r[MAINING FOR SYSTEM *,13,i, 

- AT TIME = *,rtd.6' HRS' 








IF IIIiLLP(ti .EQ. 1) GO TO 2011 
IF (ULPPFC(I) .GT. PLIf4(I II) GO TO 2011 
IUrDEP(I):I 
WRITE(15,527)1,ULPRFC(1)' YTP 
527 FORiAT(' TANK PRESSURE PELOW ACCEPTABLE LIMITS',/, 

0' APU TANV hO 13t/,

4' TANK PRCSSUR ',F7.3,* PSIA', 
0 AT TIME =',FIO.5,' HRS')I 
2011 CO4IINUE I 
IF IT(783) .GT. 0) GO TO 610 
C 





IF IT(7u) ,LE. 0) 60 TO 902 

IF (Tt785) .LE. 0) GO TO q03 

50, IF (NOL .CT. 49) CALL TITLE 












































































































£ 39TA1=KSPF(l) 000612 
CEL 1L*C I A 2 =r "F11 2) LOr6 1 
LCC ,7 1414 IA41=r, PL( 3) LO0 G6 
OC 4 1G 142* J=T(66&)-.1 C0062r! 
C0411 143* WRITE E6C£5) XTPtWAVG(NL+9)iKSYS JvISPED,(IAI ,WAVG(KL+2), C00635
 
1~ll * G "L-5},FREM(I ,TSPE LTA2 1,AV (NL+3), AVU NL*6} C,00635t444 A 

CC411 14E* Fl;""-r'f SPEDIIA3) WAVir4L-4 I 6AVG (NL#7 FREM (3) L00635
 
.h h IF (r L oT 49) CALL TITLE LOC662
 
0 14E br5 FORI A T (ix,'v.,Fln..5,1x,r7.(IIX,I2f'/ ,12,1X,3(13,F6.2,8XtFG.2,2X, 100673 
C043U 141 
€ XL.Z2 ) 00673 
C,9'17 15c IF (I(7c5) .LE. C) GO TO 502 C00673 
C0441 131 502 IF HIOTA ' .LE. 01 60 TO 59 COCo77 
L0443 152- 510 TmIN=XTFA6,-l L007112 
En44, 1 * TS-C= Try, ?GCO. 6007'4 
rL' 45 1bm VF'TT (1014Pt D=O520) XTI- I(WAVG(I| 1=20NI|,KSYSOKSPD, L00707 
C0445 I 3 *WA VG{ "'L-t ),, VAVG,(WL 9) FQFA ULPRF C T -IN TSE C IA G ( I | I] NL) U00T7 
cnqqb~~ F : h )FR T PAHCt AVC( L*I | TENUSD (1i) i=1 3 ) 0077lb 
LEI5C1 lb7* Gv TO "c F01003 
C0502 156* 52C CACKSnACE IGTAP COIO05 
Drl5:3 Ib9* C[ , FILE IOTAP 01007 
Z04 160* IOIAPrICTAP-1 COIO12 
:l "5 161o GO TO 51, LOLL15 
5115S5 162, C C I 1 
CORS 163N WRITE AFU CATA CISO'POIEC OUT 01015 
CvOS~ 10S5', - IF (NIL' .GT. 491 CALL TITLE2 LOID17 
CoSIO 166y WPITE(7,5 ) XTPPAMBIFREM(I),FURATE(I~tULPRFC I) WAVG itlNL411OI C01024 
Go~l U * = Iz'5 T6* L01O?4
CE52 3 16 e * 5 3 ?O M AT (2 x F IO °5 3X tF .2 T24f,3 IX F .2 2 X tF 6 .2 2 X F .2 , 1050S 
LC523 169 y 2xjf).23 X)) ~lS 
C T?41 I TF Z7012) XTPWAVG(Mt.41V jWAVG (KL*B) .TENUSD c0105o 
- 532 171,I, 2012 FOR"A ' I y rFl .S,3XFG.2t.XtFS.3,4X,3(r7.3t3'X|) LO 11.6 (0533 171A t.OL . ,L.. -1*1C I 6CO534 37 . DO 51 1=1,NG LO1071
 
EC537 174 51 WAVE{ I)=0-. 
 01 7
CrS41 17E4 =1T -0107I S PfI 
432 1]761A Go 70 152 '55( TIST E01375 
C3543 177, 52 IF (yTP .FO. fT(665 H GO TO 540L~l0 
C11545 171* ST(,PEfI)=YTP LO1106 
c95q , 17 * XTP=YTP LC011I2 
CC547 1,,3 yTrZXTfl+i EQT LO01113 
cnssc ibl* IF (YTP GEC. T(665)) YTP=T(6651. 01115 
005EZ 162 GO TO 331 01123
cc-:53 163* 540 ISTOP=2 01125 
LX 554 Ib4* XTP=T~o6!,) ED01127 
LP5S5 105A WAVG('fL+d )zSTORE(NL 8) LX0113 1 
CC556 1B& AVG(N!L+9) = STOPE(NL+91 r 1b((C557 1 C7* GO TO 2fl 13 
LpSco Itl* Cl'Tr1Y Sul,!, 001135 
Lr1S(G It,, C 0 1137 
CrEf" 19',, C PPINT FUCL USAGE SUtHMARy CL 137 
CO0 C 191. C Cn 1137 
FoSGI 192% 55C WRITL (15,5511 (1,TFUSEO(T) FREM(1) T' USI, U PVC) I=1,31 L111137
 
'b73 191* 551 F 0 H, T I IXIH Y IA PU M4I STON SUMMARY',I/ /S

' 
Cr)57 19q" vl x 'F11L't7X :FUrL 2X 'FNErGY: cX :TANASI/ L01156


















































































































































9 IX f~i ) MGM'2b);:FIX2,,4PSIA)// 	 C01156
*3f' SYSTEPI 12 4, F~ZIXFq);*2/2X/Fg.2,/)I9. CC 1156 
TT ' N7TTIM E*60. C01156WPITE ( 5 552) TTHlrNNPLTS NPTS 	 L01161552 FO,&AT (| TOTAL APU OPERA ION TIME =,;,F9.4,' MIN',/, 	 L01171
 
N'fU--E OF DATA POINTS INPUT - 10I / C01171 
e tjU,jnEp cF DATA POINTS OUTPUT r-,181 L01171 
ljrLz t
101171 
RE TUR'l L01173 
C Cn1173 
C LOGIC FOR 'O'J-AVERAGED DATA C01173 
C b0 1173 
600 IF (IS;ART .NE. P) GO TO 640 L01177 
TTIVE7TTIFLE+T(665)-TP 	 C01200 
ISTART=! 	 COI2C4 
610 	TLA iTl=TF CO 1ZLl7 
rc bll 1=1,1 LP1213 
KSPD(t)=!; P SD(I) LOIZI3 
611 	 XPJRII|:PNR(I) L01214 
YALT=ALT C0121711 ISYSti 	 [92)
= ISYS(2) 	 L01223 
137ISYS13| .. .. . .. . .. ?125 
KSYS= !,T Z( 11,12, 13) L01227 
IA 1II00US[ (11 L01236 
It.2=I I~l'i(2) 	 [11241
IA3:IAtUSM(3) 	 C01244 
ISTJ=ISAI( I})O 1247 
IST2arSAT(,) C01252 
IST3=1SAT(0| r012SS 
IF 11,PL C T. 491 CALL TITLE U01'66 
J=1T16 0-., U01274 
WRITC( ,613) TP,YALT,KSYS,J,ISPED(IAL),TFLRT(IIISAT(ISTII,PWR(I). (.113c5s 
FOE I )I,ISPED(IA21,TFLRT(2).StT(IST2) , 2).FRE 42) , L013C5 
I PEDIIA?) TFLR T13 ,SATIIST3),PWR(3lI,REMf3) 	 C01305
 
6t3 FORM AT (7X FIO.5IX r7,,X12 2,IX,3(r3,2XF6.2,2XA4, 	 r,01351 
2,.ZXF.2M) 6. 	 L01351 
NOL=NOL+I L01351 
IF (I'DTAP .LE. 0) Z;O TO 615 C01394 
614 ' T. v -Iu C0136Cf . 
TSCC=Til 6O. 00136? 
WPITE(IOTAP',C ND=2U)TP~tFLRT(TK),IK=I NL),TFLRT PWR L(SYSIAPUSD, C01367 
CCOoL ly FE ,UPFHNIE~ SCN{IK),IK-INL) 001367 




C WRITE OUT APU DATA MISSION PROFILES 	 1 67
 
c C01i67 
615 IF IN'tL2 .GT. 49) CALL TITLE2 C01457 
WR ITC17 r", TPPAMb,{FRE]4(1)AFURAIEII),ULPRFC(I),TR{I}I),1= 31 	 C014 6 
WRIT r(4,;C2) TPXmA'HC ,LOADJTENUSD G1501 
KflL Ih',L I LO 15 6 
WPITE(15,Q90) ISTARTTIMCH L01521 
990 FORPAT 1 1 C01530 
IF (T(9799) EQO. 1.0) 00 TO 550 LDIS3D 
RE TUFN C01533 
62D PACKSr %C,: IOTAF L01537 
















LND F OR 
253* 
 TOTAP:ICTAP15
2544 GO TO 614 E0154425£* 64L XThT=TP-TLAST 
-01547 
2564 DO 641 I=1,3 
 C1551













&FOP,S if.UtAS[ /Vc ,tf.LfASEfV6 
FOR S430-2/CA/79-l6:11:l 430,) 
SUPROUTIDE OBASF ENTOY P0114T 0014C6 









































































































































































































































U-12 R CJP't FGhAC 
0720 R C2 II1rE'm 
Cus £se'k3L hi1 
U'4 C00457 IASot. 
[21. 1 LZ"L 1ELF1 
LJcr COOZ2 INJP 
Cn14 £00212 *IfRC016 £OIOfC I5rART 
Ll1 R 030332 ACTNAM 
0J'16 D 090000 Cr 
u:5 000072 ocr 
Op!2 000134 FLGRAD 
,£0Z6 nOSIS FROO 
0qC I 00't74 I 
G­ 6 J1"4 1 ICARO C."12 CCO1C ICTP 
0119 00072 IOTAP 
001Cis 030064 ISATOrlA 0C0fl ISTAT 
Eno5 000130 ALIT 
0005 000127 CCLOAD 0OC0 R 00056 CUM 
0220 R 00COC FLOAD 
'120 r 0OPOP3 FIIN USE 
COI I Cf2Z4 IACTNO 
0C14 Ccc2q5 ICODE 
Doll I 000217 ILOAC 
0000 I 00113 I 
C014 I 000613 ISIVC006OO 1 ISTOP 
0013 R 000270 AL.FLW 
2006 OC"021 CLNO C006 00031 ECTRAN 
£015 OnOQOG FLRT 
0021 (I4,,21 FURATr 
COO I 0O10I'0 IAPU 
COC I Pfl107 ICMb 
C03 I OZal'12 ir 
C006 OCrc06 IPbASE 
cCO I On1O3 ISPC014 I C00671 ISLV 
0010 000111 ALTSUB 
0OL P OOOMC 0 [016 R CC024C ERAtCE 
CC6 fl' FRE 
017 R C1CPC 1 HF 
CC4 £00203 IAPLSo 
OC6 rIP"O2 IEcN 
Cr10 Etnoco I EX 
c015 000C71 IPPLT 
C011 I 0n215 ISPED006r4 2ono ISYS 
006 COOh l lUhil 
C£00 I LO"1Z; K.O 
"Q16 r'1L 4 - L'1IT.14 
0114 1 Co, 02 MVVF
0 
( oil I C00212 tPOOL 
CCO COOJIL t.0L2 
0021 1 001414 t.SFCS 
L006 CDOLS? %t 
C123 R L roOC PFCSuR 
r121 R (DPO374 src 
0113 R C31S. SVLK 
£11 CJI 1,7 SIANAM 
0020 V00UI; TE1U1O 
CrC(4 (21Ci01 TF 
0" 17 Q 0200G fTVL 
0017 R 00000 ULIPLC 
,Cp0O R DO03( XVI'I 
Uu)13 60015'4 XISLKG 
Orll I 00354 IVCH 
OC 1 030114 L 
1 'MO05Z 5 IV 
O"uj I oI001 NA 
Onl4 I 001135 '4'MV 
003n 0r00077OS 
C"1' 1 001136 t'SV 
0024 .tSOI P 
0013 F 000001 PSLKG 
dJ)C P iJOO5 SL 
0n'; F 201013 SVNAM 
U"!4 I 201112 ZWVVCH 
OnlE 000056 TrLRT 
C22 000025 TPCALL 
0217 00047 uLPPrc 
J114 I 201123 VCC'1F 
Oll p C00052 XFLCb 
G17' 0C212 XSULKG 
0O06 O00007 iVFLAG 
C114 I D06000 LmI 
C00C I C03102 MOD 
CCIi I 0C20 0 tAE 
0221 I £22020 CCF 
0016 1 000270 NPER 
0014 1 001137 NSIV 
0022 OCC15 PA1PB 
r015 000061 PWR 
000 P 00 1006 SP 
0014 I OcI46 SVSYS 
0007 000020 I0022 
P020 000006 TFUSCO 
C022 R 000075 TPRESS 
P017 R 000003 ULPRLC 
o0o0 000007 VTCMP 
3P05 COC131 XPACF 
0006 000035 X PHO 
CO00 I OC075 J 
C006 0r%Z6 LPhASE 
r014 I CCC747 P.VIN&t 
-CZ 1 0 '14 15 t:N'tNS 
C000 I Curl -I NCCrPE 
1006 COO5 NPLTS 
C022 I r0l74 NIC 
C017 R O0044 PLI 
rCCS OCP RAIr 
COOP P C00r77 SFEvD 
£014 1 021035 SV'FH 
R 002000 TALT 
C22 R CC.r12 THRUST 
rc22 00r102 TR 
C017 R 00014 ULTALT 
C007 PC1750 .PI 
coo P 00076 YPCCE 





















rn0 771 pVSYS 
O0" 1 hL 
00003 CL 
0C0004 NPTS 

































































C G L O A DALT,
XMACH 
C 11/IPCSi/V SIf RIISI ISIPI IE NOHCL,NPISNPLTS 




Is. T'.T11 IOLUNIT 
COIO.1 API'AY/ T1 1010),PTf R) 
COt't'ON /1I'AJ/ IPOEXtP):IIP 
C001I1/,AVLS/fJHA1F (:,4L]I IACTNOIHPL) NNOOEL 31,ISPEO (2), ILOAD (PN A I . 























































































































































































CLL2 	 PROC 





OlIrON 	/L' MTRX/LPVM3IINL I PTRc3,3,31,ICOOD(3,MNL),IASGNIMNL),
* 	 .1V 'IL),ISIV( INLIISWV(PNL,E HMVt:AM(2 ,MMV) MVSYS(HMV) PVV ( mMV)
SVIlAMt(2,tASV) , SVVrHIMSV), ' SVSYS(HSVI,4 SJVNAH12,lS.4VISWSYSIlMSWV) tSWVVEH(MSWV
VCoNr 	nVCOrFr) 0MV, NSYSHRVNVCONFINTrGo vcorjF, VV H, SWVVEHSVSYS , SWSYSEND 
INCLUnr CEL3,LIST 

CPL3 PROC So CL1NCCC
£0125
0 MG 4 OtJTPU T/F LR T ( it L | TFLR T (3 | PWR (3 | IS AT .3) SA T ( Z| 
IPPLT1 TAP 









DOULZ PaCISION IF 






COMIMON /FUEL/ rLOAD(31.FU',USE(3ITFUSED(3),FRE(3) TENUSD(31
COI'MON /FCC/ NOCC("NSIPDS.ME0NS,!),SFC$MN3 PDS MNE6NS.MNOCF,330 XALT(M.ISPOS MNEQNSI3)PrALT(HNSPCSMNECNSO),NSP~S,
NCQtS (msSPoS I FIIRATL f3IComIO ./TIrST/7ALtIfMTECGN) ,INOCFfiTEQN).THRUST(MNTEON ,HMTNOCF




DATA P/ p 1) "00000
/ 
 " 
C0141 7DATA I,Ptf/A, tLL3/,.0 l,,N0DATA ODC/P', 'op''OFF-/ 
DATA SL/'SL'/SP/'Sp'/,r:prG//0









C WRITE OUT bATA PASE INFORMATION ECHO
C 
WRITE IF 13)
13 	 FORA' [THI,21X,"M*** DATA BASE INFORMATION
C READ IN HYU LCAC DATAC 
6 PrAO(5,15,CND:16 )I (NAF T),J:1;21,FGRADCII)FORAC I 2)OC0

* 	 PLKG(l:),VLKG(I ALTFLI (,cLNM(JI).l'
3 )
IACT"O(fI )VEH(IIIMV I SIV ll vrxI
15 FORr'AT (17,2A6,5F6.0,512,315)


























































































:0221 3C0 121 FOIATIIX,l3A6,A2) 0Or,77L0222 324 GO TC 17 LOG077
 
022- 324 C COCC77
 
£0223 C REAC, IN HYDRAULIC FUNCTION DATA COD77 
C022 34* C 6OO77 
C0223 3E* 2C RCADi(,21,END:22) IIACTNAH(1tJ),J,:12),ILOADOI LOO1 
61123 360 22 Ftf'WiATf12,'A6,5X,I5J CC0122
'M* 60 TO C LOCI22 
C023E 3E 22 NA:I LP0124 
C0236 3s WrITEt,1221 L00125 
CC'4C 4L 23 RCADIZF-,NO=24)OUH COCi33 
CD243 410 WRITEo,121)DUM uOf1I43 
CC£46 42* GO TO ?3 CO0153
 
C024L 4-> C C£0153 
Cq212' 44t C READ IN PUIP EFFICIENCY DATA 
 -COd53
L '-'4£ 4E* C MC0 157 
Lr247 4(,* 24 PrAD4,2jEND:44) XOfESPEEfKNONOCFPE LOn155 
c'4!I q7* 2E VOnMAT (A-,A3,I?,19XI2) Lfc06 
E'21 4C4 IF IV"ThC ,EQ.XP) tiFl: £001Dn66 
CCL6C 49v IF (X"3CE .EQ. 0) MODE:2 L00173 
C£262 SC* IF ISPEE .EO. XIO3) 1SPO:1 L200 
UC264 51* IF (SPEFG ,EQ. X110 ISPD=2 L01205 
C266 52') ERAMC(1O1-,ISPOKNO,3)VOCFPC LOG2 1? 
L0267 52* READ I(C, S)[FANSEIIlOCEISPDVNOJ),Zl1,2),ICF(JKNOMODEISPD), LO224 
CC2L7 $40 T :1,5) £I02224-C£031 55* 35 FO01A (7X,2F7.C,7X,3614.0) LOC265 
CO2 If (OCPEC .LE. 3) GO TO '0 000265 
C-O'. 57* READ (5,4C) tCFtJKNO,M$4DEISPDl,.:=4,OCFPEI LOO71 
CP312 5(* 40 FORMATr(r14.O1 CDC306 
cc313 59* 00 TO 24 L01C306CC314 6C 44 WRITE((,122) LOC310 
L31C 614 122 FORMAT Iix, £0031r, 
£0217 62* 45 PrAPI,12 CND0)DUM t 0 C315 
COI1 3* WRITL(G,121)DUM 100324
 
C0325 oN* GO TO 45 LO0335
C6325 654 C £OC335 
Cr35 66* C READ Th SrC DATA COO335 
00325 b7m C £00335C£32b 664 SO CONTINUE £00337 
00327 64* 159 RLAr Ib,1"C9 END:430) ISPDIAPUiEQNXDUMIDUM C0F337LCZto 712 FOa.'T I13'I,12,F11.0,I3) COC351 
C0337 71* 219 FOF,.T (tXFlI.O,131 £00351 
CO34C 724 Z09 FORMAT ( 13,Fll.OI3) LC351G-
C0341 73* K:6 L00351 
CD32 74* IF fIDU( .LT. 6) KZIDUH o a00D44 75* READ 1;0,309) (OUMJ).JZI,K) L0361 
CV252 76v 309 FORtIAT 2p)XFIO.0) .O-375 
C0:53 77v K: IuJ u 0 L00375 
CC 54 7e IF (9 .LC. 6) GO TO 359 02 COC377 
CO"5 79* REAr (,s19) IDUHJI,J=7,) C4C2 
'Q;( 4 314 F0 'IAT (cF 12.) r CC0417 
Er:6 -1* C M L 
CC16' 320 C ASSIGN OAT. TO PROPER APU, IF NO APU NO IS SPECIFIED, THE DATA 00,4?

CO064 830 C ILL BE USCO FOR ALL 3 APUS LO0417
 
C0 C 0 17C 1  
£3,5 b 54 359 J:lAPI + I £00417
 










































































































































































































LOCFI T5P.,IECNIAPU :IOUR 


























4C9 	 CO:.TItUr 

00 8c£ IZI,I JSp0S 

DO 701 J:I,mNEONS 





GO TO 	 759 
609 0 11 l13 
ALT5LU=XALT(I,J,K) 
610 PRALTUI,JK):PR[SUR(ALTSUBI 
7n9 COt TI 1 rfE[.NS( I)=, rONS 



















GO TO 	 120 
C 














C CL 1,1 C00 
C rEAD IIJ ULLAUC TEMPS FOR DIFFFRENT MISSION PHASES 
c 
I fFAD( t 4,1iXtND=189) IIIPTEMP 
rr'A ,
14 F14 (2iX, 12, !0 
GU IC I, TI ,7C 

6 1 1(,; 1:1
16E 	 ULTAL T(1fCMP(I)

GO TO I1 












































































aOO 70 I 
22C701 
007? 11Z Lr0713 































[ 2 5 6 
{ P5 7 
EC c , VL 










O C 63 
rt(,l7
C 0 2 0 
o 623C 






























L C U 4 
cr]615
CtPbS7 
C 6 6 E 
C C f( 6F, 
(67r.
L r 67 6 
1444 ]PCe U-ITL(6 122) 	 C0 q 
L,0175114t* WRITE{. Z )U 06771
147* Go %O 10 





15L C REAL) ID' V LV£ DATA LDG773
151" C 

zS2IIrfAD (1 0 CtD=250 )1 {MVN AM(J 1 MySyS
2=It) II , HVVEH(T77 
q IC FORl,AT (12,2A6,3151 	 [0102C
 
ISE, 25 N"V:l 01020 1 5 1>* 25 1 R E L( 5,2 10 ,END 3OO }TI SVNA M(J I ) , = 1 2 1 ,svsys cl) S VVEH I) CC LZ2 
151* G" TO -51 L01245 
15 	t 3C NS V71L~~ 
[3e65~~~~~31l~a D ,ICD38) SWVMAD I J I I J=1 .2 S6 SY S (I I . O0CEI1 6 C* SSWVV H I } LO 1 5 1 
I , TO CG I ?74I A0 'Cl 
Ibz * 3O h N Sv = LO01 ,76 
1 -,4 6 iI L ( , 1 22 ) C 0 1 0 7 7 
Ibq * 3 1 - R A U ( S 2 0 END = 4 C iD U M f o11 2 o lt,v WRITC (1,121) DU N 	 tL0111 
I((,* G O O 3 1 0 L Q 12 " 
107* 4 C'- C01 Il"UC LO 112 7 




1 7 1 * 41C R E A D D E N O =449 1 1 V T FH P
ills 	 61112 7
 
172* 415 FORflAT (12,IX,3612} 	 L11441 7 3 D O 2 J = 1 3 6 0 1 1 4 4q 
174- A=VTL P(J) - I C(1114
1 7 v G O TO ( 4 ,C, '1 I T , 4 7 ) tK 	 L n 1 4 7 
1 76 417 L J-! LOII6n 
177A FLIO[LIVCONF(I))=9-2 LO0116 3 
17L* 420 CO Tlt]b[ 01175 
17 9 * GO TO 1.0 01175 
l dc * 49 fVCC F =J U0 1177 
I Gl * WPITE (6,I22) 01200 
1 2 * 50 RFA[( ,I Z,END 5O 0) DU Nf L012C6 
I 3 q WR ITE 6 ,12 1)DUM co l ::16 
l ui G o r a 4 - .	 C0 12 2 6 
i f,!, C 	 6 n 12 2 6 
I6* C kCAD IN APU EXHAUST THRUST CURVES 01226 
lb7* C L12 
I8 * Safi R[Af)(,2c;g,END=51O)IEON,IDUMTALTCIEQN),TNOCFIIEQN) L01226 
GO 123n
 
19C* C FID ABINT PRESSURE FOR CURVE 	 L0230 
19 1 M C L 0 1 2 7 0 
192* ALTSUP=IALT11ECN) OI4I 	3, TPR ISS (ILCN) ZPRESUP( AL TSUP) :)11 9 it K T O - (I r ) 	 1, I 51C5
 
1 1,s IF (T 1' CF{(IE' N).LT.6) KZTMOCF fIEQK)601 	 S 
1)( e Rr A5( ,:C 9 (THlRUST II QN, J .J ) .'KO L r 71 
1 9 7 - K r.,C IF N ) 6 C I S7 1 
1 9E , IF ( K .LL. 6 1 E D T O 5 )t 0 : p L 01 3 1 1 
19 ( R rA ri( v 1)(THRb ST IIEQ 14J )J =T,K I 	 ;a - Ln 131 

































































FUNCTION PPESbR ENTRY POINT 000034 
STORAGE USED: CODE(I) 000040 rATAtO) 000033; PLAN COtiON12) 000000
 
EXTEPNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAVE) 
£003 IERR3Z 
STORAGE ASSIGNErrT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
D001 POSLOL 111G O!,'0 P 000001 ACOCEF 0000 R 000015 #LTKM COC0 I 00017 I 
OQdn R COOC2 PPATM 
 01OG R CGOOOC PRESUR 0000 R 000016 ERM
 
£oi1 4 FUNCTICN PRFSUrHALT)

VDlDL 4 DIMENSION ACOCE 12)C0103 3* C THESE APE COEFFICIENTS FOR COMPUTING ATMOSPIERIC
C443 4 C rRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE -- SEE U. S. 62CO3 54 C 
 ATMOSPIIERE SUPPLFEIINT PACE 67. 

£0102 6* C 
COLON 74 DATA ACOEF / 0.25977720 E-19, -0.23418164 E-16t£E1" 00 X 
 C.87275907 E-14, -C.17237149 E-ll,
C114 9* X 0. 196i3r97 E-C9, -C.13227456 -07 ,Go1614 I* X O.53411596 L-C6, -C.132525 F-D4,D0104 110 X 
 0,21215722 E-03, -£.74747882 E-13,

CPIC4 124 X 0.3533Z673 E-Cl, 1.OEC /

C£010' 13* C 





 ALTKM = ALT * O.304P306E-3 
fl010 17* £ CALCULATE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE FOR THE CURRENT 
c£IC6 IC* ALTITUDE 
GoC16 1 cjCCOOa
 [0107 ;c* TERe = O.O 
00107 24 C (,a11i Z2 00 70 I = ,12

00113 23* TERM = ALTKM * TERM + ACOEF(I)

C0114 2q* 70 CONTINUE 

C0116 254 PRATH::.f/(TERM**M) 

CC'1I, 26'
CO116 27, C CONVERT PRESSURE FROM ATMOSFHERES TO PSI 
Cl 1t C 0f0117 24s 
 PRESIJ Z FRAT$ * 14.6~6 
LC10 304 RETURN 





























































FOR O /6/ l : l3 (3,)
 
SUkROUTItE TAI K ENTRY POINT 000046
 
STOIA6E USEu: CODE(1) 00005o; rATA(D) 000013; BLANK COMMON(2) occOOC 






STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
 
L'JO1 CUSf21 I t Ot 1 30032 2L OOD 000007 INJPI C400 R 000000 RHE 0000 R 000002 RHOH 
OOO R COOOI TP 0300 P 000003 VUL 
CCIO I* SU3ROUTINE TANKITFVPHF,IFLA) 'o00000 
C£II1 24 C G 0C 00 
Cco1 34 C T=ULLAGC TEHI , r .OCoon 
CmidI 4 C TRZULLAGE TEMP, R cOCOo0 
C1iO E4 C F1HYORAZINL, LBM LOroO 
c0101 64 C V=TANg VOL'Ii FT**3 LO0000
 
cO1 7 C P=ULLAU[ P: LS SURE, PS IA. CO0O0O 
CP 1V1 8* C H:IIFLIU:j I. V carron 0 
Cc3131 94 C RF-ZSP£CI IC CAS CONSTANT FOR HELIUM = 2.6990 LOOOO 
L100 IC* C VALUE AT P:13 PSIA C T:70 F c00an 
CaICI 11* C IFLAG=I -- COM*PIJTE HELIUM C000o 
C0101 124 C IFLAO=2 -- COPPUTC PRESSURE 00010 
GO0i1 13* C LOCCO0
 
COIC3 144 DATA PHE/2.6990/ 00000
 
C01T : 15 C CO.VEfT ir.*P TO RANKIN C9C000 
COrs 164 TRzT*4,9.69 LO'N 0 
Gaic£ 17v C COPUTE HYRAIfl.E DENSITY LOrO3o 
UCIpb 11 RIOH- 7 '.484 - Q.flh15*TR LOVO2 
CiCe 194 C COMPUTE ULLAC VOLUME C00I12
 
Cr107 204 VULZV-F/hHOH COCOC5
 
CrlIC 21* 0 TO (1. ,20),IFLAG CO011

' 
Co110 224 C COt'PUTE HrLIU HASS LOO011 
00111 23, 10 HEn(P*VULI/IRHE*TRI Ln0021 
C 111 24* RFTUR': u0L026 
LCj12 25v C COIIPUTL ULLAbF PRESS L0C026 
C11 3 2(4 20 P: (141TR4PHEI /VUL 110012 
CCi1 217 RETUk" u00036 
214 END 000055 
El 0 F OR 
FOREFOR SE3-CZ/C6/79-16ts:4tH.TC HP/VLH.TCOMP/V6(,) --

SUBROUTIkE TCCHP ENTRY POINT 000213
 





















STOHAGE ASSItG, MENT (BLCC, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
 
CCI rC2j15 122G 001 000033 1330 0001 000106 1536 Coal 0 Qr 1 3 5 16217 CO1 000027 708L
 a 

Cn(I PfC61 71bL 0301 OO065 719L 0001 000170 739L coot 000171 749L OOG5 0 000000 Cr 
SCOO0 I,L33 0 100 R 000010 OELTP 00(15 00 '240 ERANGE 0007 00000 FLOAD 000,4 001000 FLRT 
0010 001421 FURATE C006 OOnOl I OLO I C C04 IC137 L'C1ii FROM 0107 0000C3 FUNUSE OnL0 I POC06 110200 CO0G36 ItJI5 004 q20372 IOTAP 0004 £00271 IPPL [004 oro64 TEAT I OCO3 Kv2 OfL3 00nCO1 NAC00a I rC.3E J (-EC 11P10007 K 0000 I OU2qn2 EV1 c000 COO5 000270 NPEP Dle 001414 NSPESCoin L0141E i.r.NS 0t3 OCOOCO t, 0010 00000 IOCF COZ4 R CnNC61 PWR
C111 I CO00? !TC 0111 R 000105 PAID 0006 OCC044 PLIM Co0 001320 PRALT 
0004 Djn067 SAT 0010 200074 SFC Cl1 000300 TALT 007 COCOI TENLSO OOL4 O0nC56 TFLRI 
roll R CCr075 TPRfSS Coll R 000102 TRC£107 £26,26 TFUSED 0111 R 00012 TI4RUST 0D11 IICE005 TOCF 	 0
0r4 ULP FC 00C6 noC13 ULPPLC090 R Z1)C30 TR i C IC' 00021 TR? 0306 000006 TVOL C006 0 7 
Colo 0C1224 XALT Ou6 000052 XFLCW0"6 t01C314 ULTALT 01,16 OJC017 ULTOFT COci& 000000 ULTPLC 
C00000C0101 IV SUBROUTIri TCOMP 
 uO0O0O
00103 2* INCLUDE PARLIST LOOO
C0103 2* PAR PROC 
 COCOC
 
C[104 2V 4 ,"VClNF:10 COC on
Or104 
2* PAPANFlEP MtA=29,NRr3*NNA+TMtJL=46,NG=MNL.13,NMV:99PSV=9,MSWV=9 

0:105 	 2 PPZAI 0T0< r4SPDS=4, NcOS=SFN0CF=10,HNTEONrs MTOCF-'l0 CO000P
 
COc 24 CO:'ON / NUMS/fULNA 000 0
 00106 2* ENA 	 cocoo 
L00O0
COIC7 :w INCLUOE C[LILIST OOGO0
C0107 3V CL3 PPOC 
 cooc)n
C011L 3* COM1ION /OLJTPUT/FLRT(HNL),TFLRT(3),PWR(3),ISAT(3),SAT2 

,	 COCOOq
ClI1c * [fTAP I0, 2 , ?)10 	 CO P.JOPl T C CCrF / FIcr.i 11 3"*O 0 C


















DOUPLC P rCISION CF 
COMMON /PCONP/ULTPLCt3IULPRLCt3I TVOL(3) HE(3),
4 ULTALT(3) ULTOFT 3,7,PLIH 
,ULPRFC(314r LOWt3,2)
COMMON /FUEL/ FLGAo3hrFU"USf(3j1TFUSE(31,FREM(31,TENUSDI,
com~iX. /isrcc/ N0Cr4MNSPDSHNE0NS,3) SFC(MNMPDS,MNFQNSMNOCF,3), 
EOfLT('/SS XLIcNS I PPALT(MKSPS,PNECNS,3),NSPDS,


























































00 SL 1:1,3 
C 
C COPUTL A"Ll AVERAGE EXHAUST THRUST 
C 
C FINO rUtVn/S TO INTERPOLATE BETWEEN 
J:=TC-1 
IF (PAPR .LT. TPRESS(1)) SO TO 708 
XVlrl 
KVJ:2 
GO TO 719 
7CS D0 710) Il- J 
If ITPrSs(1I).GE.PAK0 .AND. PAN8 GE. 














































IF IPtillI) .EQ. 0I GO TO 739 
TQI:L.12 
E0 721 Hi1,J 

































00 72! K :. 
721 TP2:TR2 * BHRUSTIKV2 KI*PWRfl*(K-1I
C INTERPCLATF WITH PRESSURE I 
DELTPtALS(TPRESS(KVI)-TPRESSIXV2))
TP(1):TP2+(TRI-TR2I*I(PAM1-TPRESS(KV2J0/DELTP)























0 2 4 
ENP FOR 
'FOP s H,.TITLEJV,4.TITLE/Vf 
FOR -JC3-OZ/06/75-18:11:51 f',) 
SUCROUTINE TITLE 
TITLC2 
ENTRY POINT 000067 
ENTRY POINT 00072 





























STORAGE ASSILt.MENT (OLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
C,.C0 '6 1210 f.IC 000026 1336 00c1 000042 1426 
c900 n3174 40lLF Cill 000332 ACTNAM 0005 03f130 ALT 
0'L5 Z0b72 CEF 01-6 000031 (CTRAN 0006 000013 FRrE 
LOOP I 230C00 I 3-1l 000134 1ACTRO r004 000003 IAPUSD 
coi PCO136 IETP Onll 000217 ILOAD 0010 000000 INDEX 
C911 1,01215 ISPE OrO{ OOOCO0 ISTART 0016 0C0040 ISTAT 
L16 1,00C12 TUNIT 0111 000254 IVEH 0006 COC007 IVFLAG 
u106 C0004. LUNIT 3'31-,3, 00 01 NA 0011 000000 NAME 
C036 I CCO03 NOL "- I1903011 NOL? .0, 0CC07 NOSC'06 CC'.37 N6 G)C1 000011 P 00115 00000 RATE 
0904 LCO 6 Tr" COO 00C025 TPCALL C06 DO0011 TTIMC 







































































PArfI1rTI RIINA=29,NR:3*z NA+7 , NL=46,NG:MNL13,M MV9,MSV:9,MSWV--9 





































































































































































COt'Hut' /AT CSIRATr(MNA) flV(MNAYOEF4HNA)CGLOADALTXHACH LOCOGO
 
COMMON /TI'IES/ISTARTiSTOP IENDNOLNPTS NPLTS U00C00 
0 ,IPlASLIVFLAr4NOL2,TTllEIUN1T FREEi2)FRNO(M) LOCOOP 
4 ,CLN3(4),TPCALLI4) ,FCTRAN(3) LTYPXTPNOLPHASENW LOCOO 
,ISTA7,!CARD,LLNIT I00ocr'
 
CAt'G' /fT' PAY/ TZIO),WrT(NRI LCOQOO
CO'1tOJ IT'AJ/ p:DFAfJR) IFTP c io 
CCW1HOIt,AESINAME( 2,11LIIACTNO(HhLJr.MODE(3)ISPED(2),ILOAD(MNA), LODPc 




200TFORhAT (1H1,27X,2(tSYSTrM '*,27X) 'SYSTEM 'C11,II0 COO013
 
WRITE (6,2001 (I,1=1,3) 

*4X,*TM[',7Y,'ALT ',IX.'SYS/',lX,3( APU 'IIXT AL aX, L10013
 
4'"AX ',3X,'SYS ',3X,'APU -,2X )/, LO013

*4X,(I1 S ',cY (FT)' , VLV ,IX,3 ('SPEED',IX),'FLOW ',2X, LO)L- 1
 
4'P4TE',ZX,''0EPX,I'FUEL I2X)/ Lort, 13
 
1X.3('± 1Y,')ATE.' 4 R2X,'CL'.X, LCOO 13

















WPITL(7,!(0 1 1,1:1,I EEO] 7
 
300 FO'IAT~1ii,,55X,' PItSSION PROFILES - PART 2' /1.T24, LOP031
*3IX UN ,2,l)InTH',I)AB,2,cC033
 
*3( F1L) FOR TANK EXHAUST '),/T16 PRESS T24" C00033
 




*3(' (Lt MI HR) (PSIA) IL/) , CO 3 1
 
*132(14) El033
WitI Tr ( "CO {I1 I=1,3) Cnr03 3
 
4CO FOR,IAT (II ISSX.'HISSION PROFILES - PART 3' 1f LCC047
t3X,'Tl 'E ,T16,'MACH',T23i;CCLOADY i33, ( SY 1, 1,5X),/. C00












ELTr'' PL71-3 .A'ICL/79 18:11:57 (60) 
002fn' S~t A 
OPZD0GZ GIn2 IN liII.VAP/V6 ,H.TLINIEiV6,H.NTABS 
C5,CCG3 !92 IN H.TA4IK/V6,-.FF(CSUR 
CCC<'LS CLI It. H.DLA5ElV6,H.SYSDAT/V6 
r~7 x .~lZ MI H.ACTDAT/V6 II ?IASE/V6,H.NINGE/V6 ,H.FOWER/Vt,4.SAPUM/V6 
CoclOEC CC-2 1N H.TITLL/V.,N.TCOM1PJV6 
END ELT. 
aPACh H 
FtikPlJR 7R2 'L72-8 L;/C6I79 18:11:58 






MAP2LP2 RL71-3 O/C6/72 18:12:1 (t;,

I. SEG A 
z . I HIIANI/V6,H.TL n,E/V6,H.NTAB$3. IN H.TANh/V6,HPRFSUR 
4. SOc .,* 
I'
P) .DPtSE/VB,1.SyS-DAT/V6 
6. srz tc*,7 . I t 14.ACTLA T/V6L1 .hIIASC/V6H.HINGE/V6, HPOWER/6,IH.SAPUM/V6 
. IN h,°.TITLE/V6 ,iTCOI'P/V6 
ADDRESS LIMITS , qoIVr 025375 10494 IBANK WORDS DECIMAL 
0hG4fCl ( 73-1 7874 DBAN WORDS DECIMAL
SF&GM[ NT LDAI TABLE r'ICO'j 640013 
IN4OTFCT LGA TALLE 04.014 040115 
STAfP INC ADDRESS 01033 
SEGIENT A 
 001000 014225 040116 053663
 
WNrWND)/FOR-E3 $ti) nljo0 001063 $(2) 040116 040127

NFTV /FOR-E2 1(11 Dr1064 001106
 
tCNVTI/FOhb6 $(i) C0107 001330 Z(21 040130 040224
IPFCL 
 S1(2) 040225 042452
NFTChS/FOR-cZ 1(i! 001331 001613 $(2) 042453 042466hPDVv/urCk-E3 1(13 C01614 0C1744 1(2) 042467 042544NCLO4SlrFo-3L 1(13 $ 23
0C1745 QV2'02 042545 042572
ts/rrrt (9 11) o£20! 013227
 
hW'Lh%/roRf s11 C0'230 202341
 
hnSrL$FOR-[3 I(I) G02342 0P22376
 /UPAiIORLE $(1 002377 0C2432
 
NRELKI/FOF-E2 t(I) 002433 002455
ht.Il /rC9-E3 $(I) 
 0C0456 002713 $(2) 042573 042574
fit.PI /FOPC3-CORR 
 %(I) DC2714 004310 1(2) 042575 042630NOTIt$/FOR-t3 (1i) s(2) 042634
664311 rC4bO5 042631 

NcUI /For-L 3-UPD II1) 
 0,4636 006121 S(21 042635 042676
UFtIT/FOP-L3 $1() 
 CC(322 0C72n4 s(2) 042677 04?753
IOE1FORt/-E3 
 $(1) '07205 007424 S(23 0412754 043123
NFCHK I/FOR-E3 
 $(I3 0)7425 010416 s(2) 043124 041274
 
FCRCCP$1/FCRFTN 010417 019417 1(4)1(33 043275 043346 ' 1
 
tFRVCC'f/FCS-T3 
 N(23 043347 043354
$(1) 010420 010477 $(2) 043355 n43370
 
FPU/SY72-b S(2) 043371 043400
 
(13 C4356C
1FJP5/FOr-C!ltjsoO Oll's41 112) 043401 0
 
i,CI/rGrL3-JSC 
 I(1) 011142 011141 s23) C43E61 044632
fLCUT'/FCP-E3 S(1) '11142 012223 S(2) 
 043633 04'670





tJr1/FC,-t2 I(1) U12 7 G124&6 1 (2 043711 r43711h IEL.</FlF-Ll til) 112467 012645 $(2) 043712 044021
NOUT /FORLB J12646 01276
l $i)
NITI I/FOMt3-RLI. 1(13 01 707 01:763 1(23 044032 044047
 
IiLtI/Yt' 1$(1 21-761 125
 
L='M rr X( COhI" L,,rLOC F 
LKGSfC51'VOt,1LO~d
" 
CPAO( Crf' Off LOCk )

TVtP5T COWAHt LLOCK 1 

SFCC( COV-10G;,LOCK I 

FUEL('OVt'ON;[L3CK) 
PC Oi' (CC :tl'W.[ LOCK | 
CCC~f (COVIr I£t'LuC? I 
TRAJ ( COtt'Ot.l LOCK )
TAFF Y((CO/dM('hnLO(.K) 
TIM.ES (comrc;t,: Lcl, JP 
RA TFES ( CO!I P£C,.LL Of, ) 
CCr,F i '0'I1 O1.L LDCK )
NlUl' -r( Cf'l W 1,LOCK 1 
E-L A'i l.CO7'M0 (OK L C IC 

























FOLLOWS SEGMET A 
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0]53 31C C53311 
{U5 12 05!361 









































































T IME S 
TRAJ 
$(nI3) LI 6S $(012) GRAD
 
$(0151 OUTPUT s(014) LVMTRX
 
$(011) PLOMP $(C16) COEFF
 




SEGMENT C4 014226 025375 053664 o57301
 






























































































































































































































































































































































































S(0) 056755 057222 
S(2) LSLANK$COMMON 
S(4) CONF $(6) TIMES $(IC) TPAJ 
s(o) 0E7223 057301 
S(2) BLANI(SCOMHON$(4) OUTPUT 
5(6) PCOP 
$(01l) SFCC 
I8ANK DPAWN To SCALE: 
A (5782) 
















Figure 11 contains a sample input data deck.
 
Figure 12 contains a sample Hydraulic.Load Data Report.
 
Figure 13 contains a sample timeline profile.
 




SAMPLE INPUT DATA DECK
 
660 -.166667 START PRELAUNCH AT T=-.166667
 
661 -. 001 RESTART AT T=-.001
 
662 0.0 INPUT TYPE = CARDS ONLY
 
665 .218333 STOP SIMULATICN AT T=.218333
 




684 2. ADO ENGINE CONTROLLER FLOW RATES
 














685 6. RESET ENGINE CONTROLLER FLOW RATES
 








662 1. INPUT TYPE = SSFS TAPE
 
664 2. PHASE = ASCENT
 




































684 2. ADO ENGINE CONTROLLER FLOW RATES
 














685 13. RESET ENGINE CONTROLLER FLOW RATES
 




















660 162.71777 START ON-ORBIT CKOUT AT T=162.71777
 
































STOP SIMULATICN AT T=162.85110
 
INPUT TYPE = BINARY TAPE
 
INPUT UNIT = 4
 








INPUT TYPE = BLOCKED BINARY TAPE
 
INPUT UNIT = 7
 
PHASE = ENTRY WITH LANDING
 
STOP SIMULATION AT T=163.8
 
ORIGINAL PAGE lt­





SAMPLE HYDRAULIC LOAD DATA REPORT
 
ROCKkELL SIZING MISSION - SYS 3 FAIL AT MPS PURGE DATE 111175 PAGE 60
 
.... HYD LOAD DATA...
 
NO LOAD NAME ACT SI S? FLOW GPAD POWER SERVO ISO - ACT BYPASS BYPASS
 
(GPKIDEGISEC) SPOOL VALVE DUMP 4O VALVE FLOW
 








...... 6............... ............................I........................................................................ 
I SSME I PITCH 1 2 3 3.33& 1.200 Aoo 1 0 .00 
2 5SE 1 YAW 1 3 2 2.623 1.200 300 1 2 0 .00 
3 SMEE 1 CNTRL 1 0 0 1.000 .000 .000 1 3 1 .15 
4 S5ME 2 PITCH 2 7 3 Z.623 1.200 .300 4 0 .00 
S SSHE 2 YAR 2 3 1 2.623 1.200 .300 1 s 0 .00
 
6 SONE 2 CNTRL 2 0 0 1.00 .000 .000 1 6 2 .15
 
7 SSME 3 PITCH 3 1 Z 2.623 1.200 .300 1 7 0 .00
 
8 NONE 3 YAW 3 2 1 2.623 1.200 .300 I a 0 .00
 
9 5O1E 3 CNTRL 3 0 0 1.000 .000 .000 1 9 3 .15
 
10 RUDDER flf 1 1 0 0 .625 .193 .000 0 Il 0 .00
 
11 RUDDER KTR 2 2 0 0 .685 .193 .000 0 to 0 .00
 
12 RUDDER KTR 3 3 0 0 .685 193 .000 0 tO 0 ..00
 
13 RUDDER SERVO 3 Z 1 .000 .000 .727 0 10 0 .00
 












17 SQ SERVO 3 2 1 .000 .000 .727 0 i1 0 .00
 
I1 LO ELEVON 3 2 1 .719 127 .727 0 12 0 .00
 
19 LX ELEVOE 2 1 3 1.493 .245 .7Z7 0 13 0 .00
 
20 RO ELEVON 1 2 3 .719 .127 .727 0 14 0 .00
 





SAMPLE TIMELINE PROFILE 
ROCKWELL SIZING MISSION - SYS 3 F41L AT MPS PURGE DATE 111175 PAGE 62
 
SYSTEM I SYSEM 2 
 SYSTEM 3
 
SYS APU APU TOTAL MAX SYS AP 
(HRSI (FT) CONF SPEED FLOW RATE POWER FUEL SPEED FLO RATE POWER FUEL SPEED FLOW RATE POlER FU 
CODE X RATE URNG ROOOTS REM z RATE mfiG ROKTS REM x RATE URNS RGaTS RE 
(GPM) FLAG (HP) (LOS) (GPM) FLAG (HP) (LOS) (GPM) FLAG (HP) (L 
TIME ALT SYS APU TOTAL MAX 5Y3 APU APU TOTAL lAX 

.......................... .,....I...........................I...,.....I........I.... .... ...................... I.... .. 
-.16667 0. I 0) 6.24 22.32 295.00 100 6.36 22.54 295.00 100 8.67 26.64 295 
-. 08333 0. 1 100 6.24 22.32 282.07 100 6.36 22.54 Z81.97 100 8.67 26.64 279 
-. 03333 0. 100 6.82 23.36 274.3Z oo 6.58 22.93 274.5 100 8.89 27.04 270 
-.03194 0. 1 100 6.82 23.36 274.09 100 6.58 22.93 273.92 100 0.89 Z7.04 Z70 
-. 00833 0. 1 110 6.24 23.32 270.28 110 6.36 23.53 270.17 110 8.6? 27.67 266 
-. 00094 0. 1 110 22.94 53.43 269.09 110 21.65 51.09 268.97 110 23.25 53.99 264 
-. 00066 0. 1 110 10.44 30.56 269.00 110 9.15 28.53 268.8 110 10.75 31.41 264 
-. 00039 0. 1 110 14.94 38.95 268.94 110 13.65 36.64 268.83 110 15.25 39.50 264 
-.00003 0. 1 10 46.05 96.31 260.&S 110 62.42 128.18 268.75 110 64.73 132.86 264 
.0000C 0. 1 110 46.05 96.31 265.83 110 62.42 128.18 268 72 110 64.73 132.86 264 
.00006 126. I 110 31 63 69.24 268.8D 110 51.79 107.34 Z68.68 110 64.73 132.86 264 
.00008 165. 1 110 30.55 67.31 265.79 110 42.61 89.76 268.66 110 44.21 92.80 264 
.00014 294. 1 110 30.58 67.31 268.77 110 20 0O 4.11 268.63 110 Z1.60 51.01 Z64 
.00042 882. 1 110 24.58 56.40 265 65 110 14 00 37.Z 265.55 110 15.60 40.13 264 
.00167 3507. 1 110 16.24 41.26 268.22 110 9.54 29.24 268.24 110 11.14 32.12 264 
.00167 3507. 1 110 39.00 82.94 268.22 110 31.45 68 90 Z68.Z4 110 33.76 73.15 264 
.00194 4074. 1 110 9.49 29.14 268.O 110 9.02 28 30 269.13 110 10.62 31.18 263 
.00444 9324. 1 110 35.12 75.68 267.60 110 29 22 64.81 267.66 110 30.52 67.74 263 
.00472 9912. 1 110 20.10 48.28 267.47 110 17.94 44.33 267.55 110 19.54 47.26 263 
.00500 SE 1. 1 110 20.10 48 28 267.39 110 17.94 44.33 267.45 110 19.14 47.26 263 
.01111 23332. 1 110 11.05 31.94 265.58 ITO 9.81 29.71 265.50 110 11.84 33.38 261 
.01194 Z5075. 1 110 18.91 46.12 265.41 110 10.56 49.12 Z65.64 110 Z2.60 SZ.80 261 
.01500 31501. 1 110 11.05 31.94 264.56 110 9.81 29.71 264.74 110 11.84 33.38 260 
.0165? 35025. 1 110 11.05 31.94 264 23 110 9.81 29.71 264.43 '10 11.84 33.38 259 
.01944 5Z357. 1 110 15.34 39.66 263.68 110 13.?z 35.87 2603.91 110 15.25 39.50 259 
.02021 57613. 1 110 42.35 89.27 263 48 110 31.05 68.17 263.73 110 32.65 71.12 259 
.02083 61054 1 110 14.90 38.89 263.20 110 13.2Z 35.87 263.52 110 14.&2 38.73 258 
.03111 125377. 1 110 8.Z3 26.88 260.52 110 7.97 26.42 Z61.29 110 9.57 29.29 256 
.03500 149717. 1 110 39.02 82.96 260.17 110 56 42 116.31 260.66 110 55.73 120.84 255 
.03527 151407. 1 170 19.64 47.44 260 04 110 18.64 45.62 260.49 110 20.24 48.54 255 
.03533 151782. 1 110 45.89 101.74 260.02 110 40.1 86.34 260.47 110 43.12 90.71 255 
.03611 156662. I110 19.45 47.09 Z59.57 110 21.00 49.92 260.09 110 22.60 52.82 255 
.b38g9 174057. 1 100 7.68 25.24 258.&1 100 7.78 25.07 259.70 100 9.38 27.92 254 
.18319 400000. 1 D0 7.85 25.24 236.43 100 7.7& 25.07 237.04 100 9.35 27 92 229 
.18333 400000 I 100 55.83 113.36 236 41 100 47.43 97.27 237.02 100 49.74 102.66 229 
.18361 400000. 1 1)0 6.24 22.32 236.23 100 6.36 22.54 236.87 100 8.67 26.64 229 
.19583 400000. 3 100 9.71 28.51 234.54 100 11.17 31 11 235 17 100 .00 .00 227 
.26667 400000. 27 100 .00 .00 222.24 100 .00 .00 221.82 100 .00 .00 227 
.00 221.52 100 .00 .00 227
.56666 400000. 27 100 .00 .00 222.24 100 .00 
.56943 400000. 9 100 14 64 37.33 222.24 100 .00 .00 221.82 100 .00 .00 ?27 
.57221 400000. 3 100 6 86 23.43 221 62 100 8.32 26.02 221.82 100 .00 .00 227 
.57499 400000. 12 100 .31 7.97 221.22 100 14.64 37.33 221.38 100 .00 .00 227, 
.57777 400000 3 100 6.86 23.43 221.07 100 8 32 26.07 220.76 100 .00 .00 ?27 
ORIGINAL A61 
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SAMPLE APU FUEL USAGE SUMMARY
 
ROE WELL SIZING MISSION SYS 3 FAIL AT MPS PURGE DATE 111175 PAGE 73
 
'APU FUEL USAGE SUMMARY 
FUEL USED FUEL REMAINING 
(LES) (LBES) 
SYSTEM 1 175.3079 119z69Z1 
SYSTEM 2 186.5193 10B.A807 
SYSTEM 3 67.2939 227.7062 






1. 	U. S. Standard Atmosphere, 1962.
 
2. 	Shuttle APUs Specific Propellant Consumption Data to be
 
used for the Propellant Tank Sizing and Interconnect Studies.
 
JSC memo, EP4/4 - 74/73, April, 1974.
 




4. 	Isherwood, J. K.: User's Manual, Generalized Plot Program
 
TRWPLT, TRW 11176-H594-RO-OO, August 1970
 
5. 	Rockwell International: Hydraulic Pump Efficiency Data for
 
Power Profile Computer Program. Internal Letter No. 388-202­
75-018, February 1975.
 
6. 	Rockwell International Space Shuttle Electro-Mechanical
 
Systems Department 388: Space Shuttle Hydraulic System
 
Power Analysis Computer Program. October 25, 1974.
 
7. 	TRW: Simplified Auxiliary Power Unit Consumables Model.
 
Memo No. 2533.5-74-22. February 21, 1974.
 
8. 	Rockwell International: Requirements/Definition Document,
 
Hydraulics Subsystem. RI SD72-SH-0102-6, July 30, 1975.
 
9. 	Rockwell International: Requirements/Definition Document,
 
Auxiliary Power Unit. RI SD72-SH-0104-2, December 5, 1974.
 
10. Lockheed Electronics, Co.: Program and user information for
 












Name Name Type Units Description 
CONF ISYS(I) I Flag for system operational 
mode; I is the system number; 
(I = 1,3) 
= 1 Pressurized 
= 2 Depressurized 
= 3 Off 
IVALVE(I) I Flag for valve status; I is 
the valve number; (1=1,3) 
= 1 Open 
= 2 Closed 
IAPUSD(I) I Flag for APU speed; I is the 
system number; I = 1,3 
= 1 100% Speed 
= 2 110% Speed 
TP R HRS Current time 
NOS I - Number of systems pressurized 
P(I) R psi System pressure; I is the 
system number; (I = 1,3) 
IBYPV(I) I Flag for bypass valve status; 
I is the bypass valve number; 
I = 1,3) 
- 1 Open 
= 2 Closed 
GRAD FGRAD(I,I) R GPM/DEG/SEC Flow gradient for positive 
angular rates with three 
systems pressurized; I is 
the hydraulic load number; 








































































Flow gradient for negative
 
angular rates with three
 
systems pressurized; I is
 










Power spool leakage at
 
3000 psi; I is the hydraulic
 
load number; (I = 1,37)
 
Servo valve leakage at
 
3000 psi7 I is the hydraulic
 
load number; (I = 1,37)
 
Power spool leakage; I is
 




Servo valve leakage; I is
 




Bypass flow; I is the hydraulic
 
load number (I = 1,37)
 
Active system number; I
 




ist standby system number; 

is the hydraulic load number
 
(I = 1,37) 
2nd standby system number; 
I is the hydraulic load number 
(I = 1,37) 
System configuration code;.
 







Name Name T Units Description 
mode; J is the system 2 
operational mode; K is the 
system 3 operational mode; 
(I = 1, ; (J = 1,3; (K = 1,3) 
ICODE(I,J) I System number; I is the 
system configuration code; 
J is the hydraulic load 
numberp (I = 1,27 (J = 1,37) 
ISOV(I) I Isolation valve number; 
I is the hydraulic load 
number; (I = 1,37) 
IASGN(I) I System number; I is the 
hydraulic load number; 
(I = 1,37) 
IBYPSS(I) I Bypass valve number;.I is the 
hydraulic load number, 
(I = 1,37) 
NAMES NAME(I,J) A Symbolic name; J is the 
hydraulic load number; 
(I = 1,2);(J = 1,37) 
IACTNO(I) I Actuator number; I is the 
hydraulic load number; 
(I = 1,37), 
NMODE(I) A Symbolic name; I is the 
operational mode number; 
(I = 1,3) 
ISPED (I) A % APU speed; I is the 
speed number; (I = 1,2) 
ILOAD(I) I - Hydraulic load number; 
I is the actuator number; 
































































































Flow rate; I is the system
 
number; (I = 1,3)
 
Horsepower; I is the system
 
number; (I = 1,3)
 
Angular rate; I is ,the
 
actuator number; (I - 1,23)
 
Hinge moment; I is the
 
actuator number; (I = 1,23)
 












stored in 	the array T can be
 
found in Section 3.1.1 Card
 
Input. The data number is
 




Angular rates; I is the
 










Hinge-moment; I is the
 






















































Surface deflection; I is
 








Throttle setting; I is
 








End of mission flag
 




Word location for data on 
SSFS and SVDS tapes; 
I = 1,75 








B.1 SVDS INPUT TRAJECTORY TAPE FORMAT AND USAGE
 
The symbolic names of the parameters contained on the tape
 
and the names included in the timeline array must be identical.
 
Also, the timeline array symbolic names must include the correct
 
parameter numbers associated with that name.
 
a. The first record on the tape should contain the number of 
parameters and the symbolic names. The first word on 
this record must be a dummy word with the second word 
corresponding to the number of parameters on the tape 
followed by the symbolic names. 
b. The second record should contain the first time point and 
all parameter values. The first two words of the second 
record should be dummy words followed by the parameter 
values corresponding to the symbolic names on the first 
record. 
c. 	The suceeding records should contain a unique time point
 
and associated parameter values. Again, each record
 






B.2 SSFS INPUT TRAJECTORY TAPE FORMAT AND USAGE
 
If the SSFS trajectory is created on a file and then copied
 
to tape, the tape must be copied back to a temporary file
 
with a @COPY,G command. The symbolic names of the parameters
 
contained on the file (tape) and the names included in the
 
timeline array must be identical. Also, timeline array symbolic
 




a. 	The first record on the file (tape) must contain the number
 




b. 	The second record should contain the first time point and
 
all parameter values associated with this time point.
 
c. 	The succeeding records must contain a unique time point
 
and associated parameter values.
 
d. 	@EOF
 
B-2
 
